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This thesis was concerned with the relationship between the resi-
dence to crash site distances of traffic fatality victims in Oklahoma 
and "system stresses" in the road and travel environment. The objec-
tives were twofold. First, to calculate and examine residence to crash 
site distances for auto-drivers and motorcyclists killed iri traffic 
fatalities in Oklahoma in 1976. Second, to examine, along an urban-
rural continuum, the relationship between residence to crash site dis-
tance and levels of system stress. Several model~ were hypothesized 
which attempted to define the relationship between stress and distance 
traveled. 
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The fatal traffic accident phenomenon continues to be a problem of 
major proportions in the USA. Since the occurrence of the first auto-
mobile fatality in New York City in 1899, more than two million Ameri-
cans have been killed in traffic fatalities. This figure is three times 
the number of American armed forces casualties during the past 200 
years. In 1976, over 46,000 persons were killed in auto accidents 
throughout the United States: under today's conditions it is more dan-
gerous to be a motorist than to be a soldier. Not only is loss of life 
high, but fatal accidents also contribute to more than 10,000 injuries 
each day, and involve approximately 20 billion dollars in economic 
losses each year. Furthermore, we have arrived at a situation where 
fatal traffic accidents rank third behind cardio-vascular diseases and 
cancer as killers in our society. 
It is because of the persistence of such statistics that this re~ 
search was undertaken. Of interest is the multidimensional framework 
that encompasses both distance and space. The concern of the author 
is not so much with the temporal aspects, but rather the analysis of 
fatal traffic accidents in their spatial context via geographic theory. 
This research is based on humanitarian motivation. Far.too many people 
1 
'' 
are being killed on our roads and highways. It is difficult to set a 
minimum "acceptable" figure, yet that figure can never be zero; aboli-
tion of the auto is an unrealistic solution. In addition to humanitar-
ian principles, intellectual interest and social relevance were motives 
for the choice of research topic. 
Trends in National and State Fatal 
Traffic Accident Statistics 
The statistical picture for traffic fatalities during the 1960's 
and early 1970's was characterized by continued upward trends. Recent-
ly, there has been a significant decline in traffic accident fatalities 
throughout the USA, as shown in Figure 1. In 1965, the number of traf-
fie accident fatalities was 49,000. By 1968, the figure had increased 
1 to 55,000 fatalities, a 12.2 percent increase. Population growth, in-
creased travel mileage, and higher rates of automobile ownership have 
contributed to this trend. In addition, total travel exposure measured 
in vehicle miles has grown at an even faster pace. Thus, while the 
risk of accidents has increased, the actual rate has fallen. In 1950, 
7.6 persons were dying for every 100 million vehicle miles, but by 1973 
this rate had dropped 40 percent, to 4.4 for every 100 million vehicle 
2 
miles. (See Figure 1.) 
For certain groups of involvees, the risk of an accident has de-
clined, while for others it has increased. Risk, as it relates to the 
highway system, is defined· as the likelihood of a fatal accident for 
each mile of travel. In 1933, for each individual, the odds against a 
100 mile trip ending in a fatality were 70,000:1. 3 As mentioned earli-
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Source: D. P. Tihanski, "Impact of the Energy Crisis on Traffic Accidents", Transportation Research, VoL 
8, nos. 4-5 (1974), p. 482. 
Figure 1. Motor Vehicle Accident Deaths in the United States, 1950-73. 
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period 1943 and 1969 the odds had deteriorated from 5,550:1 to 3,480:1.4 
On the other hand, reduced pedestrian fatalities indicated lower risk 
for this group of involvees. In 1937, there were 15,500 pedestrians 
killed, while in 1968 the chances against being a pedestrian fatality 
5 improved from 8,400:1 to 21,000:1. 
Despite the continued slaughter, the nation's highways have become 
safer over the years. Engineering ~mprovements in automobiles, improv-
ed highway design and maintenance, and highway safety programs have 
contributed to safer conditions. In the mid 1960's, the Federal High-
way Safety and Motor Vehicle Acts were passed with the expressed pur-
pose of lowering the accident toll. This government initiative had no 
apparent effect upon total traffic accident fatalities. It was only 
with the recent energy crisis and implementation ~f the national 55 
m.p.h. speed limit that fatal accidents declined. The energy crisis 
not only accelerated the already falling fatality rate, btit the annual 
death toll was lowered by 0.5 percent relative to 1972 figures. With 
the passage of the Emergency Highway Energy Conservation Act in January, 
1974, thereby establishing an upper speed limit of 55 m.p.h., most 
states experienced an average 21.0 percent reduction in fatalities 
6 by the end of the year. The national benefits of energy-related safe-
ty factors were estimated to be in the range $0.7 billion to $2.0 
billion over the six month period beginning November 3, 1973. 
Fatal traffic accidents are of concern to the states as well. The 
State of Oklahoma has mirrored the national auto fatality trends over 
the past decades. In 1976, in Oklahoma, 693 fatal traffic accidents 
. 7 
claimed the lives of 838 persons, a 10 percent increase over 1975. 
Not only was the accident toll high, but property damage figures were 
5 
estimated at $73 million. The mileage death rate in 1976 was 3.5 deaths 
per 100 million vehicle miles (MVM); it was the first increase in eight 
years. Declining death rates in Oklahoma have prevailed since 1956, 
when a rate of 7.1 per 100 MVM existed. 8 (See Figure 2.) On the other 
hand, vehicle miles traveled have been increasing steadily since 1957, 
as shown by Figure 2. In 1973, more than two. billion vehicle miles were 
traveled in Oklahoma. The energy crisis and the 55 m.p.h. speed limit 
has had little effect on the auto death toll for Oklahoma. 
Between 1972 and 1974, the death rate per MVM declined from 4.1 
to 3.5 (see Figure 2). In terms of total death toll the figures were 
846 and 751 respectively. By 1975, the fatality figures had increased 
to 763, while MVM traveled increased to 2.5 billion and the mileage 
9 death rate decreased to 3.5 per MVM. The energy crisis appears to 
have had iittle impact in Oklahoma. What impact there was, was short 
lived. Yet for the nation as a whole it was very significant. Indeed, 
the benefits which the energy crisis bestowed upon annual fatality 
figures were regional in nature. Notwithstanding, the savings in lives 
has forced the accident problem up out of out national subconsciousness. 
Bureaucrats and laymen alike are now aware of the benefits of lower 
speed limits, reduced travel and higher gasoline prices. 
A Perspective on Traffic Accident Research 
Research into the traffic accident problem is not a new field. 
Since the turn of the century, research by government agencies and 
independent bodies has sought to find the causal factors associated 
with traffic accidents. The direct benefits of research have been 
manifested in safer automobiles, improved highway design and more 
,~ } 
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intensive law enforcement. Although research is voluminous in every 
aspect of the field, the i~pact of the research has not been as great 
as it could have been; one is led to wonder why the fatality numbers 
have not been reduced even more. While direct research benefits prevent-
ed traffic fatalities and reduced the severity of injuries, it was the 
energy crisis alone which had caused a large but short term decrease 
in fatal traffic accidents. 
The much discussed and calibrated epidemiological approach provid-
ed the focus for traffic accident research after WWII. 10 In its simp-
lest form, this approach treats accidents as diseases, it suggests that 
accidents result from a multiplicity of causes. This conceptualization 
of the origin of accident generating circumstances is useful in seeking 
measures to control accidents, since both the pri~r existence and the 
1 . f 1 f i 1 h . . bl 11 qua 1.ty o causa actors mp y t at prevent1.ve measures are poss1. e. 
Gordon grouped the causal factors into three categories, (1) 'host, (2) 
agent, and (3) environment. The host is the person involved in the 
/ . 
accident occurrence, the agent is the instrument or factor causing the 
injury, and the environment is a group of both localized and large scare 
factors (socialand physical) that are associated with the accident. As 
applied to traffic accidents the host is the involvee, the vehicle the 
agent, while the environment is the larger set surrounding the acci-
dents. 
Within this influential approach, two lines of thought have been 
concentrated upon. First, the driver has been continuously blamed for 
fatalities; his failure is either physical or mental. With physical 
failure accidents can be reduced by improved driver saf~ty education. 
On the other hand, the effectiveness of driver education programs, as 
8 
presently constituted, has not been scientifically established. 12 In 
the latter type of failure, psychologists attempt to show, that·some 
drivers, are less capable than others in evaluating road hazards. 
13 Lefeve has used the word "accident prone" to describe this mental 
failure; the popular conception is of the "nut behind the wheel". The 
problem with this notion has been its endorsement by behavioral scien-
tists, manufacturers of motor vehicles, safety educators and officials 
who regard enforcement as the key to traffic fatality prevention. While 
this view is relevant to some problems in the field, it is·. a narrow 
point of view. It has been stated that, " .•. Even when the magnitude 
of the human element in a certain kind of accident can be accurately 
assessed, it is important to note that its sheer magnitude does not in-
. bl k . h . f . . 1114 ev1ta y rna e 1t t e most appropr1ate target or prevent1ve measures •. 
In an innovative ·piece of research, Moellering15 divided traffic 
accident research into four areas, vehicle characteristics, human 
physical factors, roadway factors and the behavioral approach. Vehicle 
characteristics research has dealt with every aspect of vehicle design, 
handling, safety and performance. Efforts are focused primarily upon 
impact collision between vehicles and other vehicles, and vehicles and 
fixed objects. Many private and governmental agencies carry out this 
type of research; for example, the Hit-Lab reports, Human physical fac-
factors research is concerned with the interior of the vehicle. Inves-
tigations in this area examine what is known as the second16 and 
h . d17 11 .. t 1r co 1s1on. 
Roadway features and their relationship to traffic accidents has 
been a big area of study by engineers. The most worthwhile studies 
have continued along the line of hypotheses testing. Smeed showed that 
9 
18 the volume of traffic flow is related to accident frequency. Others, 
. 
such as Lundy, demonstrate a relationship between number of lanes and 
traffic accidents. 19 Much attention has been focused upon type of road 
surface, and gradient of highway. Research on number of accidents and 
traffic volume was used to demonstrate the urgency of improved highway 
conditions at locations in the road network which have a high volume of 
traffic. Locations affected were predominantly intersections. 20 
The final area of research, the behavioral approach, focuses upon 
a broad socio-economic analysis which attempts to link driving behavior 
with other aspects of the drivers social milieu. 21 Concentration of 
22 research has been in the area of alcohol related traffic deaths, but 
studies now focus upon biographical and medical aspects of the driver 
involved (age, sex, occupation, family background, education, etc.). 
Psychopathology has focused upon social stress and acute disturbance 
f 1 . . i 23 among ata 1ty v1ct ms. At present, research in this sector can be 
divided into two classes (1) research concerned with the prediction of 
future driving performance, and (2) research concerned with the develop-
ment and modification of driving habits. This research may be useful 
to administrators and law enforcement officials in identifying the prob-
lem driver. 
The philosophy behind these areas of research has been based upon 
the notion of epidemiology, whereby the host-agent-environment concept 
has been applied.to fatal traffic accident research. Most epidemiolo-
gically based studies maintained the following format: (1) identifi-
cation of causal factors (2) development of preventive measures· 
directed toward the causes (3) periodic evaluation of accomplishments 
from the program instituted. It has been recognized that the extension 
10 
of/this medical cause and effect analysis to highway safety introduced 
a problem related to the delineation of causes, i.e. which are the 
direct and indirect causes? Various technical disciplines develop pre-
verttive measures based upon the causal factors. Since there is no gen-
eral agreement as to what constitutes cause, then the preventive 
measures have not been absolutely preventive. Instead, prevention has 
meant reducing the severity of accidents. In contradiction to this 
approach stand the systems theoreticians. 
Much of the above research involved micro-studies. It was not 
until the systems approach became fashionable that a holistic view was 
taken. Studies by Recht 24 and Allegier and Yaksich25 considered the 
total environment in identifying independent variables. Systems theory 
leads to viewing accidents as random events; accidents are a chance 
event which could occur to anybody. This school contends, in effect, 
that any driver-vehicle-highway combination is both safe and unsafe. 26 
Accidents supposedly occur when the control system is inadequate at the 
wrong time. Cause is thus explained by difference in number of expo-
sures and probability theory. The systems engineering exponents con-
clude that preventing accidents through improving the transport system 
is a more fruitful approach. 27 In summary, the greatest differences 
between the systems and epidemiological approach is their point of de-
parture for analysis and the size of system under study. 
In each of the above mentioned areas the spatial approach has been 
lacking, i.e. the utilization of geographic theory to analyze fatal 
traffic accidents has been negligible. Studies related to the location 
of occurrence of traffic fatalities has been considered to some extent, 
but not by geographers. The notion of location of occurrence was first 
11 
used in 1949. 28 Since then, studies by Nuller29 and Becheler and Mar-
30 chal have developed location of occurrence as a delimiting factor in 
traffic accident research, and it has been used both as a method of 
classifying accidents and in determining future accident locations. 
This approach presents many possibilities for geographers, who 
could focus on the relationship of fatal traffic accident locations and 
land.:..use. The location and distribution of accident prone drivers in 
a large metropolitan area is another research topic which may prove 
valuable to traffic safety officials. More importantly, geographic con-
cepts such as spatial interaction, areal association and distance, can 
be applied to this field thereby injecting new ideas and contributing 
to a deeper understanding of the problem. 
Aims, Expectations and Organization of the Thesis 
This thesis focuses upon the notion of distance as it relates to 
fatal traffic accidents in Oklahoma. It is primarily concerned with 
the anatomy and the characteristics of residence to crash site dis-
tances. The distance parameter was first used by Moellering, 31 where 
the aim was to determine the factors and characteristics behind resi-
dence to crash site distance for various categories of involvees. 
Trips undertaken by traffic fatality victims involved the process of 
movement over space, and hence, distance between two or more points. 
Given the presence and persistence of Spatial Interaction Dysfunc-
tion Elements (SIDE) in the road and highway system, the distance trav-
eled between residence and crash site can be seen as a reflection of 
their presence. "Stress" is another word synonomous with SIDE, and it 
is expected that distance traveled will vary with the level of stress 
12 
in the system. Hence, the end point of the distance traveled, the fatal 
traffic accident site, is the location where stress is maximized. 
In concluding his analysis of roadway and traffic accident data, 
Versace stated that 
• . • there are more accidents at those places where the 
situation places great demand on the momentary-perceptual-
decision motor capacities of the driver. The driver's 
basic psychologicai capacities are heavily exercised when 
he must deal with a situation around him that is changing 
rapidly. This occurs when the traffic situation or conflict 
is greater, that is, where one encounters more cars . . . 
Accident frequency is proportional to the rate or load of 
demand placed on the driver's basic ability to perceive and. 
cope with the situation.32 
In this study, residence to crash site distance within the state of 
Oklahoma is expected to vary with the level of traffic friction or 
conflict. 
The type of traffic situation and traffic conflict that Versace 
mentions is composed primarily of SIDE. What emerges, eventually, is 
a cumulative stress surface that displays geographic variations over 
a state (Oklahoma in this case), region or urban area. As the traffic 
situation or conflict varies over space, so the "momentary-perceptual-
decision motor capacities" of the driver will vary as well. This type 
of stress needs to be distinguished from a second, that which the driver 
faces and undergoes the greater the distance traveled. An inverted 
distance-decay relationship exists, such that mental stress and fatigue 
on the driver increases with the length of the road journey. Both types 
of stress can be simultaneously present on a driver within an area, yet 
it is also conceiv~ble that one can be present without the other .. For 
example, long journeys in rural areas place mental stress upon the dri-
ver, yet the SIDE are likely to be at a minimum within this locational 
setting. 
13 
Traffic situations or stresses on the road system are composed of 
several elements. Average daily traffic, as measured for the State's 
road system, is one such element which varies with distance, especially 
from a rural to urban continuum. The short residence to crash site 
distances which are expected to prevail in metropolitan areas (Oklahoma 
City or Tulsa) are associated with high levels of traffic friction or 
stress, such as average daily traffic, in the system. Such a relation-
ship ought to display a distance-decay effect. Conversely, where the 
average daily traffic is comparatively low, for example, in rural areas 
of the state, residence to crash site distances are expected to be rel-
atively longer. Accident frequency, as measured at the county level or 
by distance increments, can be regarded as another element of stress 
displaying geographic variation. One would expect an association be-
tween high accident frequency areas and short residence to crash site 
distances, and vice versa. 
As a consequence, residence to crash site distance is expected to 
vary over space; i.e. in Oklahoma there is expected to be a difference 
between the urban and rural counties of the state. In the rural coun-
ties, the low density population distribution and spacing of central 
places entails greater traveling distances as compared to the eastern 
part. In the urbanized counties, the presence of large urban centers 
means that distances separating central places will be shorter. Rela-
tively higher density population distributions between these closer 
central places entj,ails shorter distances and more fatalities. 
General Hypotheses 
Several hypotheses are to be tested in this research, some of which 
14 
have already been alluded to. The fundamental hypotheses of this re-
search are that: 
1. The dysfunction elements (stresses) are reflected in the resi-
dence to crash site distances. Hence, the distance traveled will vary 
with the level of stress in the system. 
2. There are expected to be differences between the urban and 
rural counties of the State of Oklahoma as regards the residence to 
crash site distance for groups of involvees. 
3. Fatal traffic accidents will tend to cluster in space, especi-
ally where the SiDE are at a peak. Hence, a clustered pattern of crash 
sites is expected, as opposed to a random or uniform one. 
While these hypotheses are general, they do indicate the questions 
which this thesis will attempt to answer. 
The relationship between distance and SIDE is not viewed as being 
totally dependent.· SIDE such as congestion, traffic volume, and road 
density, etc. may be present prior to the fatality and are causal fac-
tors in fatalities. For example, variations in average daily traffic 
flow will affect not only the distances traveled but the fatality fre-
quency as well. If "stresses" had no effect upon the distances travel-
ed by involvees, their trips would have been successful; origin and 
destination points, and vice-versa, would have been reached thereby 
completing a movement circuit within the road system, and the spatial 
interaction process as well. 
To this extent, it is proposed to analyze, using several methodol-
ogies, the influence of several dysfunction elements on the residence 
to crash site distance. Residence to crash site distance is seen asthe 
dependent variable. It is also valid to have distance as an independent 
15 
variable so that it becomes part of the SIDE. In tqis case the depen-
dent variable would be accident frequency or total fatalities. Indepen-
dent variables are made up of the SIDE and driver characteristics. To 
this end, they comprise several of the variables used by Moellering in 
his distance study. These variables include traffic volume, population 
density, type of land use, age of involvee, weather condition, time of 
day, and road density, etc. 
The above variables are not complete nor defined, that will take 
place in Chapter II, but it is imperative to note that several bear no 
relationship to distance as the dependent variable. Most of them would 
be viewed as causal agents of fatalities. Yet it can be argued that 
their presence has affected the residence to crash site distance. This 
analysis will cover fatality information for the year 1976. It is as-
sumed that the fatal traffic accident situation for 1976 has been the 
cumulative result of past increases in levels of spatial interaction and · 
dysfunctional elements. 
While the main focus of research is on residence to crash site 
distance, it is necessary to consider the locations of fatalities and 
residences. If, as the engineers say, traffic accidents are random 
events, in a statistical sense, then it is expected that the locations 
of the fatalities should be random as we11. 33 The theoretical expecta-
tion differs from the author's intuitive expectation. Most fatalities 
are expected to cluster at several locations where stress is maximum, 
i.e. at single and multiple locations within an area of Oklahoma. In 
addition, it is expected that residence to crash distance will be rela-
tively short. Conventional wisdom has it that most fatal accidents 
occur within 25 miles of the involvees residence. If this is the case, 
16 
then it raises questions as to the type of trips that were undertaken. 
Furthermore, if one considers the entire fatal accident set, then the 
question of variations in SIDE is brought into focus. 
Significance of the Study 
Research objectives and expectations, as outlined above, may be 
useful to state traffic authorities and public safety officials. 
Simple measures of residence to crash site distance, in.combination 
with locations of fatality occurrences and residences, may lead to bet-
ter manpower allocation and traffic code enforcement than at present. 
The presence of additional policemen at high frequency accident loca-
tions, or within a high driver stress area, may prove effective in pre-
. f 1" . 34 vent1ng ata 1t1es. Where longer residence to crash site distances 
prevail, an effort should be made to examine the locations of occur-
renee in relation to location of hospital and ambulance services. Of 
interest here would be time savings betwe.en ambulance service notifica-
tion of an auto accident and arrival at the accident scene, and time 
savings between departure from the accident scene to hospital location. 
If the findings of this research belie the expectations, then the 
research has not been a futile attempt at model building, or. in reit-
erating what is already known. The research would still have been of 
intellectual interest for it would have provided an opportunity to 
apply a geographic concept in an area which lacks such a perspective, 
and which is troubled by a lack of interdisciplinary research, 
In Chapter II of this research, attention is placed upon a deeper 
discussion of the distance literature and the development of a distance 
and spatial interaction dysfunction model. Chapter III is a discussion 
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of data, data sources and methodology. Following this, data is present-
ed on the fatality situation in Oklahoma. Chapter IV also analyzes the 
results and presents a graphic and tabular evidence of residence to 
crash site distance, the characteristics of this distance and its geo-
graphic variation. Chapter V discusses the results of the model. The 
final chapter is a summary of the results, with a discussion of the 
implications of the study for Highway Safety and Transportation bodies. 
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CHAPTER II 
DISTANCE AND FATAL TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS: 
A CONCEPTUAL MODEL 
Models of Fatal Traffic Accidents 
and Highway Safety 
Introduction 
A multivariate apparoach to the persistent and escalating traffic 
accident problem became popular in the mid 1960's. Accident causality 
was defined operationally, and the basis of this approach was that any 
accident had multiple causes. Enmeshed in the multiple-causality doc-
trine were the factors: "vehicle-man" and "highway-system". These in-
terdependent and random variables were utilized in multiple regression 
equations which attempted to, " ••• optimize that solution which comes 
closest to predicting the most accidents."1 Unfortunately, many such 
models concentrated too heavily on the interaction of the vehicle-
highway system; little attention was given to the human factors in high-
way safety. 
System Models 
Literature cited in Chapter I bears testimony to the proliferation 
of the systems approach. 
2 3 




Goeller, and Cirillo· have focused on specific problems and new rela-
tionships. Most studies have been oriented toward problem solving ef-
forts, with the ultimate aim being the improvement of the vehicle-high-
way system and the prevention of fatalities. For example, the study by 
Cirillo was specifically concerned with modeling the relationships be-
tween accidents and the geometric and traffic characteristics of the 
interstate system. Nineteen models were developed and calibrated for 
relationships of accidents to acceleration lanes, loops, ramps of a 
diamond and underpass units, etc. The general findings indicated that 
changes in the standards for geometries of the inter-state system would 
6 not appreciably alter the accident experience of the system. Basical-
ly, the study was practical and aimed at highway planners, designers 
and engineers. 
Other studies, by Head7 or Schoppert, 8 have also utilized the 
multivariate approach. Schoppert, for example, developed multiple 
regression equations which were used to predict accidents on rural two-
lane highways from roadway elements. His findings were, in essence, 
practical solutions: accidents increase, (1) when vehicle volumes in-
crease, (2) access points increase in number, (3) sight distance is 
impaired, and (4) the cross section is reduced. Hence, eliminating 
such features on rural two-lane highways would reduce accident fre-
quency. In addition, his analysis of data confirmed the theory that 
accidents are essentially chance occurrences resulting from errors in 
judg~ment. 9 On the other hand, Head's study modeled the relationship 
between traffic accidents and roadway elements on urban extensions of 
state highways. Again, his findings were practical solutions. The 
number of commercial units adjacent to urban highway sections, the 
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number of traffic signals, and the number of traffic lanes and traffic 
volume were the major predictors of traffic accidents on urban exten-
. f h" h 10 s1ons o state 1g ways. 
Such modeling efforts have been of unquestionable value to man 
because practical solutions have been found to some simple problems, 
yet the thorniest problem of all is still with us. Dependent and in-
dependent variables are clear cut in these modeling efforts. Not 
surprisingly, the human factors have been omitted or briefly mentioned 
in passing. Residence to crash site distance is another obvious omis-
sian. Most variables used are inanimate and, hence, easily quantifi-
able, while the human variables are not. More importantly, the con-
sideration of human factors such as perception, psychological stress 
or socio-economic characteristics are, (1) difficult to model because 
of micro and individual levels of concern, and (2) difficult to place 
in a linear theoretic framework. Yet researchers have begun to con-
sider human factors and significant progress has been made, for example, 
in identifying "accident prone" drivers, and linking the findings to 
. d d . f 11 1mprove r1ver sa ety programs. 
Human Factor Models 
Two studies which have developed human factor models are worthy 
of note. Michaels departed radically with the systems theoreticians 
for his focus was upon driver errors in the highway system. 12 Thus, 
in order to minimize driver errors, the objective of highway safety 
is to increase the reliability of the driving system rather than the 
study of accidents. Given that all drivers have varying capacities 
required by the driving task, Michaels develops a model of the demands 
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which the driving task places upon the driver. Figure 3 shows the com-
plexity of human behavior required by the driving task. As Michaels 
states, " ••• it is the ways in which the demands of the task are 
adopted to the characteristics of the human being that will determine 
the safety or reliability of the highway transport system."13 
Thus, viewing the input and output side of the model many factors 
will determine the response. "In essence, driving requires man to 
function as a guidance system • the accuracy with which man can 
solve the guidance equations will, in part, determine how reliable the 
system functions."14 Incorrect responses cause driving errors and, 
hence, accidents. This model captures human information processing in 
a spatial setting, although the author does not appear to be conscious 
of this. The stimulus-response mechanism occurs in a spatial environ-
ment, an environment represented by "spatial interaction dysfunction 
elements" and a road system. While sharp or frequent curves, fast 
changes in speed, or rapid changes in location require processing and 
response, the SIDE and distance traveled are also stimuli that affect 
response and probability of error. 
A second model is that developed by Vanstrum and Caples. 15 It 
is a perception model that relates, "driver perception and action to 
hazards on the road." Perception can be classified as a human pre-
crash factor and since it is difficult to quantify, the authors attempt 
to model it. Figure 4 demonstrates the perception model where a ve-
hicle moves along a roadway with a committed zone of motion (bands 1-4). 
Area 5 represents minimum vehicle stopping distance based on vehicle 
weight, speed and braking efficiency, etc. This zone could be larger 
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Source: R. M. Michaels, "Human Factors in Highway Safety," Traffic Quarterly, 15 (1961), pp. 586-99. 
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Figure 4. A Driver Perception Model 
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hazard up ahead (on-coming vehi'cle, pedestrian, curve, etc.) Point T 
is the true point, the last point at which action can be initiated to 
avoid the hazard. Point M is the mental point or the driver's percep-
tion of the true point T. Point A is the action point, where the driver 
decides he will take action. These points and committed zones of motion 
are changing every second. 
That the process is perceptual is shown by Figure 5. The distance 
between points T and M is the perceptual error, while the distance be-
tween points M and A is the driver's margin for error. According to 
the authors, 
the mental point M can be ahead or behind the true point 
T and, if no perceptual error is involved, it coincides 
with point T and the distance between points T and M is 
zero •.. generally. This distance is a plus or minus 
quantity . . • For most drivers, the distance (between 
M and A) is positive • . . He allows some margin for 
error ,16 · 
Hence, the interaction between points T and M, perceptual error, and 
points M and A, margin for error, determines whether an accident results. 
Two benefits are seen from this perceptual modeling procedure, (1) per-
ceptual error is the proximate cause for most preventable accidents, 
it is the factor common to most accidents out of a myriad of factors 
·possible in the chain of cause and effect, (2) the perception model 
indicates that accidents can be prevented by increasing the margin for 
error, making the perceptual error always positive, and by making it as 
small as possible. These are practical solutions, which through driver 
safety programs can develop larger margins for error, 
Spatial Models of Traffic Accidents 
Preoccupation with the modeling approach has been extensive in 
Road 
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geographic research, yet the modeling of traffic systems or of traffic 
accidents has been negligible. Only three research efforts exist in 
geography which deal with fatal traffic accidents: all three attempts 
will be discussed below. Movement theory and the modeling of traffic 
accidents would appear to be complementary, for the traffic accident is 
the end result of a movement process upon some linear surface, a process 
that involves both distance and spatial interaction. Even traffic acci-




The study by Woods was a primitive attempt at a 
spatial analysis of traffic accidents. Being mainly a location study, 
it concentrated upon the location of fatalities and the causes of fatal-
ities. It did not attempt to answer the question of why fatalities oc~ 
curred where they did, but only why they a~e caused. Woods set up his 
model whereby "accident-rate" was the dependent variable. Independent 
variables ranged from total number of motor vehicle accidents, square 
mile area of the counties and number of miles of hard surfaced roads, to 
per capita income and percent non-white. A low r-square value showed 
lack of causality among the choice of variables. More information was 
gained from the cartographic analysis than from the model building 
exercise. Wood's model was simple, with no proper relationship of 
dependent to independent variables. 
A more improved and comprehensive approach was taken by Snyder 
when he considered the regional road and road frontage environment as 
a determinant of traffic accidents. 18 A total of 21 independent vari-
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road frontage and the region are elements of an environment in which 
travel activity takes place. Travel activity has certain characteris-
tics (drivers, vehicles, origins and destinations) and a mixture'of 
other parameters (speed, vehicle density and traffic volume). This 
complex set of interacting factors produces some set of accidents. 
Automotive Interaction Detection (AID) procedures were used to extract 
dependencies amongst the dependent and independent variables. Again, 
only specific variables yielded any significant results (time of day, 
type of land-use, traffic volume and population density). Automatic 
Interaction Detector Analysis is analagous to a stepwise analysis of 
variance. The technique examines categories of variables in order to 
make optimal binary splits to the data. The algorithm selects the 
strongest variables first for splitting while the weaker variables 
show up later. 
A Recent Example. The most recent and significant research ef-
fort was that of Moellering. 19 Here, a twofold analysis was attempted. 
First, an attempt was made to relate the residence to crash site dis-
tance to a host of spatial, demographic and socio-economic variables for 
auto-drivers, pedestrians and motorcyclists. Through AID analysis the 
author was able to discern that the spatial variables were important 
in influencing the residence to crash site distance for the various 
groups of involvees. The significant spatial variables were, (1) Michi-
gan State Police District, (2) highway class, (3) population of area of 
crash and, (4) population of area of residence. This was the first 
study of its kind to consider residence to crash site distance. 
Rationale for the consideration of residence to crash site dis-
tance was based on the notion of "trips as spatial movement." 20 
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Residence to crash site distance was expected to display certain char-
acteristics and features, for example, a distance-decay effect, an 
approximation of home basea trips taken in reality and patterns of 
movement in space, etc. Little attempt was made to tie this important 
distance notion into the wider concept.of movement geography, but an 
attempt was made to link fatal movements in space with the interaction 
concept. The second stage of Moellering's analysis· involved using the 
geographical model of population potential in an effort to predict 
movement in space and calculate a spatial population at risk. By ag-
gregating crashes by county of occurrence, Moellering examined dif-
ferences between observed crash frequencies and expected values derived 
from the Warntz population potential model. Basically, the interaction 
potential model did very well at predicting involvement. 
A Critique of the Spatial Models. While each of the above mention-
ed studies were to some extent useful, they could be criticized on 
methodological and theoretical grounds. Methodologically speaking, substi-
tuting AID analysis for previous emphasis on multiple regression analy-
sis was an attempt to overcome low and insignificant r-square values. 
As a result, some of the significant variables bear no direct relation-
ship to residence to crash site distance. They do not appear to be 
"characteristics" or "factors" associated with the fatal trips. On the 
other hand, Snyder's analysis was more convincing in this sense; wit-
ness the significant independent variables mentioned earlier. Wood's 
study suffered from a lack of explanatory power. 
Several reasons exist for the unproductiveness of the multt~ 
variate approach. Michaels mentioned several such reasons. First, 
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most studies of highways indicate that in only about five percent of 
accidents do observable characteristics of the highway play a signifi-
cant role. Secondly, the statistical characteristics of the variables 
and their time-varying nature, Finally, the incompleteness of a linear 
h f "d 21 t eory o acc1 ents. If traffic accidents are a consequence of ran-
dom errors in the operation of the system, then any prediction using 
multi-variate methods would be negligible; for a multivariate analysis 
assumes single factors whose interaction causes accidents. 22 Further-
more, these studies can be criticized for their lack of conceptual and 
theoretical background within the realm of geographic inquiry. Moeller-
ing is somewhat of an exception to this, for his focus wa~ upon the 
concepts of distance and spatial interaction. 
The Relationship of Fatal Traffic Acc~dents 
to Distance and Spatial Interaction 
Dysfunction Elements 
Some Theoretical Considerations 
What follows is not a perfect abstraction or rationalization of 
the fatal traffic accident problem. Rather, it is an attempt to 
model the relationship between residence to crash site distance and 
SIDE, or "stresses" in the system, As such, it builds and extends 
upon earlier work, but its uniqueness is in the theoretical geographic 
base upon which it extends. The discussion is sometimes focused upon 
a model or the conceptual framework for a model. 
The model presented here consists of five conditions: trip gen-
eration, directional movement, road surface, dysfunctional elements and 
accident site. Figure 7 shows the relations between the conditions and 
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Figure 7. A Conceptual Model of the Dysfunction Process in Spatial Movement 
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the influence of "stresses" on the driver while traveling from point A 
to B. In this system model it can be seen that fatal traffic accidents 
are intimately tied to the movement of drivers on a road surface, More 
importantly, the movement process which results in a fatality has a dis-
tance property which needs to be explored, Residence to crash site dis-
tance is that very property. Since the "stresses" operate continually 
but at varying intensities, it was hypothesized that the residence to 
crash si~e distances will indicate the presence of SIDE and their 
spatial variations. across the road and travel environment. 
Each of the five conditions represents a model in itself. Some 
existing modeling efforts have focused solely on each condition, This 
model, for the purposes of both analysis and discussion, can be divided 
into three stages; the pre~accident stage, the intermediate stage, and 
the post-accident stage, The work of Goeller has provided valuable 
insights into each stage by modeling each stage separately and applying 
23 the results. Each stage is interlinked, it is a causal chain that 
begins with an origin (usually the residence) and terminates at the 
fatal traffic accident site (the destination). 
Rationale of the Hodel 
The rationale of the model is as follows: Travel activity is com-
posed of different types of journeys, with journeys being generated at 
multiple sites. Each journey taker has a particular set of socio-
economic characteristics. Directional movement is determined by the 
layout of the road and street system, but it is also based upon the 
spatial distribution of goods, services, employment and industry, etc. 
Not only is movement affected by such.distributions, but the 
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distributions determine (in part) the location of trips. A characteris-
tic of driver movement on a road system is the dysfunctional elements 
surrounding the man-vehicle-highway system. 
Dysfunctional elements pertain to the road environment, land~ 
use along the driver's route, population density and traffic volume, 
etc., but also to a larger set of factors which influence the perceptual 
and decision making capacity of the driver. A combination of these ele-
ments results in a fatal traffic accident. Here, the term Spatial In-
teraction Dysfunction was defined as a breakdown or negation of the 
functional role of movement in the interaction between people and places, 
Thus, the post stage accident segment of the model is where death, per-
manent disabilities and property damage occur. This process occurs in 
a system of stress. From the moment the driver leaves his point of ori-
gin (at various times of the day) up unto the fatality site he is sub-
jected to system stresses, environmental stress and human psychological 
stress. In this research, the concern was not with the latter because 
the data base which was utilized did not document such information. 
The Concept of Distance and Stress 
Research pertaining to this area is absent, therefore, intuition 
served as the thrust for a conceptual framework. It was imperative to 
have several variables operating over distance, so that interaction could 
be evaluated. The concepts of distance and stress, as they relate to 
auto-drivers or motorcylists, work as a response to many factors, above 
all, the level of stress and the distance traveled, As used in this 
research, distance was the residence to crash site distance. It was 
considered to be an important geographic property of the event; the 
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fatal traffic accident. Stress, on the other hand, is composed of the 
SIDE and can be termed system stress or environmental stress. 
Human Stress. Two types of driver stress needed to be defined. 
Firstly, there was human physical stress that arises with longer dis-
tances traveled. Generally speaking, as human stress increases so does 
the probability of an accident occurrence; where stress is highest that 
is the time for a fatality. Stress in this sense is driver fatigue and 
tiredness, where margins for error decrease and decision making time 
slows down. This type of stress may also be related to time of day and 
type of journey. For example, there are high stress peaks during the 
journey to work and return journey home. For remaining hours of the 
day, the curve will be quite stable. 3 (See Figure 8.). 
' 
It was difficult to accurately portray the 11civerage 11 stress-
distance curve yet some generalizations were made. Figure 9 attempts 
the average stress dis.tance curve. At the commencement of the journey/ 
trip stress or anxiety may be high. Declining stress occurs as "one, 
gets with it." At longer distances stress and mounting anxiety contri-
buted to "accident proneness" and fatalism on the road. Although stress 
varies with distance traveled, the driver vehicle combination itself 
becomes a hazard the lower the level of human stress, Figure 10 shows 
the theoretical variation of stress (inability to cope) and the driver 
as a hazard. Within the zone of safety, the driver vehicle system poses 
little hazard because minimum levels of stress are present to keep him 
alert. As stress declined, the driver-vehicle system becomes a hazard 
because of a declining attention, perception and alertness span for the 
driver. Within the fatality probability zone, it is at the widest point 
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There exist yet other hazards on the road system besides the in-
dividual driver-vehicle; for example, other cars and people, distrac--
tions, dramatic changes in land-use type along the driverts route, con-
fusing road directions, or a fork in the road system wh,ich is badly 
engineered thereby creating confusion as to which direction to follow. 
While the human stress curve still operates as in Figure 10, the actual 
real hazards (Figure 11) may appear when driver stress is low. The 
peaks at a, b, and c represent situations where hazards have confronted 
a driver at a point in which he could least cope. It is here where 
many fatalities would occur on the road system, Being a generalized 
subcurve, the hazard curve would differ by road type and land-use, etc. 
Yet it does represent a possible conceptualization of the traffic fatal-
ity phenomenon. 
~stem Stress. The second type of stress which prevails is that 
composed of the SIDE, and it can be termed system or environmental 
stress. As mentioned in Chapter I, system stress culminates at the fa-
tal traffic accident site; the point of maximum stress. The spatial 
variation of the cumulative stress surface will determine the location 
of fatal auto accidents and the residence to crash site distances as 
well. If one examines the movement of the potential victim in a homo-
geneous stress field, then the relationship is depicted as Figure 12. 
System or environmental stress is constant with distance traveled, yet 
driver accident proneness increases' with distance traveled, yet driver 
accident proneness increases with distance from the origin (residence 
or other). In an areally differentiated stress field, the relationship 



























Explanation of Hypotheses 
1. Analysis of both the residence to crash site distance parame-
ter and the "system stresses," suggests that the peak stress point 
should be close to the residence. If one considers the operation of 
system stresses on an urban to rural continuum, then system stress 
should operate differently to human stress in the sense that the rela~ 
tionship is inverted. The residence to crash site distance is itself 
part of the cumulative distance traveled. Thus, while human stress 
would be expected to increase with residence to crash site distance, 
system stress was expected to decline the longer the residence to crash 
site distance. From earlier statements it was mentioned that since 
fatalities occur closer to home, then system stre~ses would be relative-
ly higher nearer the home than further away~ 
2. Differences in system stress and residence to crash site dis-
tance along the urban-rural continuum implies the existence of high 
frequencies of short residence to crash site distances and a low fre-
quency for further distances. This led to a hypothesis concerning 
urban-rural residence to crash site distance differences. The short 
residence to crash site differences which were expected to prevail in 
urban areas of Oklahoma are associated with high levels of SIDE or 
system stresses, for example, Average Daily Traffic. Figure 14 shows 
the hypothesized relationship for urban areas. Conversely, where the 
SIDE or system stresses are low, as in rural areas of the statet resi-
dence to crash site distances were expected to be relatively longer 
(as shown in Figure 15). Although system stress is low in rural areas, 
the possibility existed that the alertness of fatality victims may have 
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Frequency 
Residence to Crash Site Distance 
Figure 14. Urban Residence to Crash Site Distances 
Frequency 
Residence to Crash Site Distance 
Figure 15. Rural Residence to Crash Site Distances 
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been even lower. In addition to the above hypothesis, two additional 
questions were examined, (1) were there significant differences between 
classes of residence to crash site distances and the level of stress 
for those distances? and (2) were there urban-rural differences in resi-
dence to crash site distances that varied with stresses as well? 
3. Mean residence to crash site distances were expected to vary 
by time of day as well. With residence to crash site distance on the 
horizontal and a combined human system stress on the vertical (Figure 
9), it was hypothesized that residence to crash site distances would 
be shorter in the morning hours; for example, journey to work times. 
As time passes during the day, the greater the residence to·crash site 
distances. Generally speaking, morning hours ·are characterized by 
fewer automobiles on the road, lower traffic volumes .and by trips di-
rected at work destinations. Conversely, the afternoon hours are com-
posed of additional types of drivers besides journey to work trippers. 
,..-r 
Additional drivers include women on shopping and social-recreation trips, 
traveling salesmen, delivery people and drivers undertaking return home 
journeys. Thus, with additional traffic and traffic volume in the after-
noon hours, both system stress and human stress would be expected to be 
relatively higher. This relationship was examined using a t-test proce-
dure. Since preliminary results indicated acceptance of the null hypo~ 
thesis of no significant difference~ the hypothesis was no longer pursu-
ed. 
Residence to crash site distance alone does not tell one anything 
about the relationships hypothesized above. To.test the outlined 
hypotheses, it was necessary to examine the mean residence to crash 
site distances for auto-driving and motorcyclists. Several assumptions 
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are implicit in both the hypotheses and theoretical statements, (1) 
that a fatal accident can occur at any place where the driver-vehicle 
system is located, (2) interdependence among stresses and residence to 
·crash site distances, and (3) that there are unexplainable portions of 
the fatal traffic phenomenon. 
Definition of the Model and Variable Selection 
In summary, the statements thus far have, (1) stressed the varia-~. 
tions in SIDE or system stresses with residence to crash site distances, 
and (2) stressed residence to crash site distance as being an important 
geographic property of fatal traffic accidents. Given this format, two 
stages of analysis became apparent. 
Stage 1. Stage 1 of the analysis involved testing several hypo-
theses. From Chapter I, they refer to, (1) expected differences between 
urban and rural counties of Oklahoma as regards the residence to crash 
site distance for groups of involvees, (2) the impact of stress on the 
urban and rural residence to crash site distances, (3) that traffic 
fatalities tend to cluster in space, especially where the SIDE ar·e at 
a peak, and (4) that levels of stress also influence the general catego-
ry of long and short residence to crash site distances. In· hypotheses 
one, two and four, the chi-square analysis was used. For hypothesis 
three, the method used was simple dot location maps and residence to 
crash site distance maps. In the former hypotheses, counties within the 
State were grouped according to an urban or rural designation, and the 
distances were categorized as long and short. The stress variable was 
grouped into a high-low category. 
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Stage 2. Where residence to crash site distance was used as the 
dependent variable in a least squares regression model, called Model 1. 
Independent variables were the SIDE; average daily traffic, population 
of the county in which the fatality occurred, land use at fatality site 
and direction of travel. Here the objective was to try and determine 
what caused the short residence to crash site distances of fatality 
victims and whether the SIDE have any significant impact upon the total 
journey to death. 
Definition of the Model 
A list of the dependent and independent variables used in the model 
appear in Table I below. Each of the variables dealt with all the traf-
fic fatalities used in the sample and were measured for the year 1976 
only. 
Testing the Model 
In order to test the validity of the model, ordinary least squares 
regression was used. Least squares regression was chosen as the appro-
priate technique because of the need to establish a casual relationship 
between residence to crash site distances and the SIDE. For the model, 
the time period was the year 1976. The model was calibrated for only 
two groups of involvees, (1) auto-drivers, and (2) motorcyclists. 
Pedestrians were excluded from the analysis because of the nature of 
pedestrian fatalities. It was rtot valid to include a group where the 
residence to crash site distance was not affected by system stress. In 
addition, it was the driver who struck them, so that system and human 
stress was upon the driver, not the pedestrian. 
TABLE I 
DEPENDENT AND INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
Dependent Variables 
Log Residence to Crash Site 
Distance 
IN THE MODEL 
Independent Variables 
Average Daily Traffic (measured 
in Million Vehicle Miles) 
Population of the County of 
fatality occurrence 
Type of land-use surrounding 
the crash site 
Direction of Travel of the 
vehicle before fatality 
occurrence 
Type of Highway upon which the 
fatality occurred 
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Separate calculations were essential in the model; since the resi-
dence to crash site distance vari~d for each group. The SIDE affected 
all groups during the "journey to death," but with varying levels of in""' 
tensity. Such an approach was not new for a similar methodology was 
attempted by Moellering. 25 His use of AID analysis was unique, for 
many of the models developed in the traffic accident field em~oy mult~e 
regression analysis. A more detailed discussion of the two methodologi-
cal stages follows in Chapter III. 
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Choice of Variables 
The independent variables chosen for the model came from the 
Official Police Traffic Collision Report forms which are used by police 
departments throughout the State ( a copy appears in Appendix A). All 
variables pertained to the actual traffic accident, the involvee and the 
circumstances surrounding the accident. Most of the variables employed 
in the model were selected because of their likelihood in yielding sig-
nificant results. 
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CHAPTER III 
DATA, STUDY AREA AND METHODOLOGY 
Introduction 
The previous two chapters of this thesis have outlined the objec-
tives and scope of the study, and the theoretical framework upon which 
the study was based. Given the nature of the topic and of the data used 
it was imperative to discuss data sources, the data and its limitations, 
study area and methodology. As this was the second study of its type 
within the discipline of geography, it was also necessary to note the 
problems associated with obtaining such sensitive inform~tion, and to 
guide future researchers towards the appropriate State agencies for data 
retrieval. 
/ . 
This discussion is contained in Appendix B of the thesis. 
The appendix discussion also mentions what was available at the appro-
priate State agency and the nature of the research pursued by those 
organizations. 
Study Area and Study Year 
The study area for this research was the State of Oklahoma. It 
was chosen for practical reasons, similar type of research in another 
state would have entailed difficult data collection problems. Hence, 
the nature of the research and data availability confined the study to 
the state of the author's residence. Since only residents of the State 
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composed the traffic fatality set, then focus was upon the State as a 
spatial unit rather than a region of the State or some metropolitan 
area. The type of spatial unit selected for this research differs from 
that of most other traffic accident studies. 1 Since most studies to 
date have been very parochial, the spatial unit has been small in size, 
11 f . 1" 2 1 . 3 . f usua y ocus1ng upon a metropo 1tan area, rura reg1on or sect1on o 
a highway. 4 In addition, these studies did not consider the total 
traffic accident set, but only a small sample of involvees. By utiliz-
ing all dead auto-drivers and motorcyclists that were residents of the 
State, it appears that conclusions and statements regarding hypotheses 
would be more credi.ble than statements based on studies limited in 
scope. 
Volume of data availability limited the study to a one year time 
period. A time series study covering several years would have been 
more interesting and valuable, but given the time period allowed for 
this research, one year had to suffice. When data collection became 
paramount in December 1977, the Official Traffic Collision Report forms 
for 1977 had not been completely tabulated. Thus, it was decided to 
select the year 1976. Choice of a year was not expected to influence 
the findings of the research. It was the author's suspicion that resi-
dence to crash site distances between the period 1974 and 1977 were 
basically similar for different groups of involvees. Yet, one would 
have expected significant differences for the period 1972 to 1973; due 
to the impact of the energy crisis on distances traveled. 
The Dat~ and Its Limitations 
Appendix A contains an Official Police Traffic Collision Report 
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form for the State of O~lahoma. As mentioned earlier, various types of 
information are recorded on the form relating to location, driver, 
injury, fatality circumstances and causes. Past studies have used such 
data in a framework that encompasses pre-crash, crash and post-crash 
phases of traffic accidents. Most studies attempt to relate one or 
other phase to human, vehicle, road or environment characteristics. 
Table II provides a taxonomy of Highway Safety Research and is indica-
tive of how the data has been utilized. 
TABLE II 
A TAXONOMY OF HIGHWAY SAFETY RESEARCH 
Human Vehicle Road Environment 
Pre-Conditions 1-1 1-2 1-3 1-4 
Pre-Crash 2-1 2-2 2-3 2-4 
Crash 3-1 3-2 3-3 3-4 
Post-Crash 4-1 4-2 4-3 4-4 
Source: Snyder, John C. Environmental Determinants of Traffic Acci-
dents. 
Two dimensions form the structure of the matrix, (1) the time ele-
ment pertaining to an individual accident, and (2) the contextual ele-
ment. According to Snyder's review, most highway research' effor-ts can 
5 be placed in one or more of these cells. For example, cell 1-1 would 
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include studies involving driver skills and knowledge, cell 2-2 would. 
encompass vehicle condition studies, and cell 2-1 would include studies 
of driver impairment just prior to an accident. 6 On the official re-
port itself, pre-crash circumstances could be evaluated by considering 
the following, (1) speed of vehicle before contact, (2) vehicle condi-
tion, (3) condition of driver(s), etc., (4) light and weather conditions, 
and (5) the collision diagram. Similarly, crash and post crash phases 
could be determined by the collision diagram and, remarks and injury 
sections. In some cases, a supplementary collision report form is 
attached describing in detail the patrol officer's investigation (usu-
ally if the fatality is alcohol or manslaughter related) and includes 
eyewitness testimony. 
Research Limitations 
Despite the apparently detailed nature of the information collect-
ed on the collision report forms, several aspects of the forms limited 
their usefulness for research purposes. The limitations can be classi-
fied under two categories, (1) errors in recording data, and (2) philo-
sophy and purpose behind the report. Inaccuracy as regards the loca-
tion of the fatality was a common occurrence. In several cases, where 
residence to crash site distance was being measured, the location and 
measurements specified on the collision diagram did not coincide with 
distances and locations as specified at the commencement of the report. 
In such cases the report was discarded. Additional problems ranged 
0 
from illegible writing and spelling errors~ to discrepancies between 
given distances from nearest city limits and county of fatality occur-
renee. 
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Rationale of Data Collection 
The purpose and philosophy behind the collision report forms 
suggests that their use is limited to a certain clientele. The primary 
objective and raison d'etre of the report form is to provide its users 
(courts, insurance companies, litigants and their attorneys) with de-
tails about accident location, time, names, addresses, certain biograph-
ical information, and a description of the vehicles, etc. By aggregat-
ing such information it is possible to classify groups of involvees 
according to sex, age, time of day and location, etc., as well as cal-
culating involvement rates. The point has been made that information 
of this type is of limited value, and can be misleading, if not accom-
panied by additional information, such as the mil~age driven by the 
. f ; 1 7 var1ous groups o 1nvo vees. On the other hand, the value of the in-
formation depends on the purposes and types of research. 
Application Limitations of the Data 
Associated with the above problem is the limited information con-
cerning those factors or combination of factors which account for the 
occurrence of a fatal accident. It has been argued that, because of 
background and training, police officers equate "traffic violations" 
with "accident causation."8 Collision reports contain a host of con-
tributing factors which in essence are traffic violations, for example, 
unsafe speed, failed to yield/stop and left of center passing, etc. 
Although collision reports contain a list of environmental, road and 
vehicle factors, the evaluation of their relative contribution to the 
initiation of the fatality is not undertaken by the Police Officer, nor 
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by the Department of Public Safety during the tabulation stage. Conse-
quently, both police and bureaucrats view the accident phenomenon as a 
human problem. Wright and Baker state that, 
too often, traffic safety researchers have assembled the 1 
blind men and the elephant, each drawing conclusions only 
partly right, and none being able to describe accurately 
the true nature of the factors which contribute to 
crashes. 9 
This philosophy is evident in the publication, Oklahoma Traffic 
Accident Facts. A section is included indicating contributing causes 
of statewide, city and rural accidents. Contributing causes embodies 
the traffic violation-accident causation syndrome where each contribu-
ting cause is a traffic violation. No mention is made of the environ-
mental vehicle or road factor information from the collision reports. 
In contrast, this thesis stressed the holistic approach whereby the 
road, environmental and vehicle factors were considered. In essence, 
the aim of the research was not to account for fatal accidents but to 
explain and analyze the residence to crash site distances of fatality 
victims. 
Methodological Approach 
In examing the relationship between residence to crash site dis-
tance and SIDE, the method employed, in combination with presence or 
absence of such relationships, will determine the level of success. In 
having assumed that a relationship existed, the purpose was to deter-
mine the level of impact which the SIDE had on residence to crash site 
distance. By concentrating on the relationship between residence to 
crash site distance and SIDE, one is, in fact, studying geographic 
variations in road stress and traffic friction, and the involvees' 
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response to these conditions. It remained to be seen just how this re-
lationship operated and what particular SIDE predominated in the asso-
ciation. 
Data Sorting and Residence to Crash Site Distances 
Prior to the implementation of the above approach, it is imperative 
to discuss the way the data was treated, transformed and used, and how 
it was used in the model. Three stages were involved in extracting 
the desired information from the collision report forms. Stage one 
involved sorting the forms into groups of involvees. The groups desired 
were automobile drivers and motorcyclists. A further complication 
in the report forms was the presence of train fatalities and non-
traffic fatalities (tractor deaths, private property deaths and heart 
attacks, etc.). These types of reports were not included in the 
research because they have no relationship to the study nor the groups 
involved. Furthermore, many of these fatalities did not occur on the 
State's road system, so that residence to crash site distance would not 
be directly influenced by SIDE. As regards heart attack fatality vic-
tims, the fatality cause was obvious. 
Exclusion of Involvees 
Additional sorting was required because of the presence of out-of-
state involvees, and fatalities where the driver was not killed. The 
exclusion of these two groups not only reduced the size of the fatality 
numbers but affected the residence to crash site distances for involvees. 
Including out-of-state residents would have grossly skewed the distance 
distribution to the right, especially with involvees from states such 
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as California, Michigan, South Dakota and Illinois. An accurate mea-
sure of residence to crash site distance for the State of Oklahoma 
would not have been ascertained. Fatalities where the driver was not 
killed were also excluded from the study, yet in this type of fatality 
other vehicle occupants were killed instead. While it could be argued 
that random elements determined whether drivers or occupants were 
killed, it was important to assume that the combination of SIDE and the 
non-vehicle-highway system affected the driver and not the occupants. 
The end result was a data set reduced by 50 percent. This was 
still thought to be a sufficient number for research purposes. Under 
the sorting procedure, 379 dead automobile drivers and 39 motorcycle 
deaths remained; this was slightly in excess of half the total number 
of fatality victims for 1976. In reiterating, these numbers were 
composed solely of Oklahoma residents who died in a traffic accident 
fatality in Oklahoma in 1976. Table!!! summarizes the final set, in 
addition to what was included and excluded. Aggregated totals did not 
reach 838, the official traffic acc·ident fatality figure for 1976, be-
cause many non-traffic fatalities and fatalities where the driver was 
not killed were multiple fatalities,. i.e .• , two or more individuals dying 
in a traffic fatality. Of the 418 deaths, only six were the result of 
multiple fatalities. 
The conclusion to Stage one came with the calculation of residence 
to crash site distances for the 418 involvees. Distance, as used in 
this research, referred to straight line distance measured in miles. A 
digitizer was employed for the calculations; the advantages of a digiti-
zer over conventional methods was in accuracy. Many collision reports 
indicated rural route numbers as the involvee residence. Since this was 
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the official designation of residence, the victims involved were includ.., 
ed in the study. 
TABLE III 
THE FINAL DATA SET 
Included in Study Total Excluded from Study Total 
1. Dead auto drivers 





1. Bicycle/Pedacycle Victims 8 
2. Out of State Victims 68 
3. Train Fatality Victims 19 
4. Fatalities where Driver 129 
Not Killed 
5. Non Traffic Fatalities 32 
6. Miscellaneous 
7. Dead Pedestrians 83 
418 343 
Source: Author computations, based on data supplied by ODPS. 
Plotting Residence to Crash Site Distances 
Stage two necessitated plotting each residence to crash site dis-
tance for map evaluation purposes. It was intended that vector maps 
be produced which showed trips that were taken for auto-drivers and 
motorcyclists for 1976. The function of the maps was to indicate 
the variations in distances traveled and to indicate either cluster~ 
ing, randomness or dispersion of the residences and crash sites, 
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etc. All these maps were hand drawn. Computer mapping programs did 
not suffice due to the time element involved in obtaining coordinates. 
The Rural~Urban Hypotheses 
As seen from Chapt~rs I and II, there are two hypotheses which re-
late to rural-urban differences in residence to crash site distances 
traveled. Firstly, the question of whether significant differences 
exist between classes of residence to crash site distances (short and 
long) with the level of stress for those differences? This hypothesis 
was tested using a chi-square analysis. A 2 x 2 chi-square table was 
constructed whereby two levels of stres.s (high and low) formed the rows 
and two levels of residence to crash site distance (short and long) 
formed the columns. The cut-off points for the levels were determined 
from descriptive statistics generated for the respective variables. For 
the stress variable, the surrogate variable used was Average Daily Traf-
fic. Determining high and low categories of stress was :completed by ob-
taining plots of Average Daily Traffic and residence to crash site dis-
tance; a similar procedure was used for the distance cut-offs. 
The second hypothesis, that there existed rural-urban differences 
in residence to crash site distances, necessitated the identification 
of urban and rural counties. Urban counties in Oklahoma, in 1976, were 
identified by their presence of SHSA's. In 1976, three SMSA's existed 
within Oklahoma's boundaries: (1) Oklahoma City, (2) Lawton, and .(3) 
Tulsa. The Fort Smith-Arkansas SMSA was excluded because the higher 
·proportion of SMSA population is on the Arkansas side. A total of 13 
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counties were included in the three SMSAs. Oklahoma City included Cana-
dian, Cleveland, McClain, Oklahoma and Pottawatomie counties; Lawton 
included Comanche county, and; Tulsa included Creek, Osage, Mayes, Rog-
ers, Tulsa and Wagoner counties. These official SMSA counties were 
taken from the FBI Uniform Crime Reports, 1977. 1° Following this, resi-
dence to crash site distance was matched to each urban or rural county 
of occurrence, and the stress variable (high and low) was used to con~ 
struct a chi-square table for analysis. 
Summary 
The ~asic objective of this chapter was to discuss the data sources 
attained, the data and its limitations, and reiterate research metho-
dology. Despite data shortcomings, a large enough sample remained to 
make the research topic a viable one. A total of 418 fatalities were 
considered for the State of Oklahoma in 1976. This data set included 
all fatalities where involvees were residents of the State. The con-
ceptual framework was outlined in the proposed model. This model was 
calibrated twice to represent dead automobile drivers and motorcyclists. 
Pedestrian fatality victims were excluded due to the nature of a pedes-
trian fatality. What follows includes a description of the fatal traf-
fic accident problem in Oklahoma and an analysis of both results and 
findings of the research. 
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RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS, PART 1 
The Locational Distribution of Fatal Traffic 
Accidents in Oklahoma, 1976 
While the bulk of the analysis for this thesis was undertaken 
using multivariate methods, it was felt that the identification of the 
spatial distribution and pattern of fatal traffic accidents would prove 
a valuable exercise. Delineation of the spatial pattern was essential 
for an understanding of, (1) the relationship between residence to the 
crash site distance, (2) the location of fatality sites, (3) the resi-
dence to crash site distances, and (4) the occurrences of fatal traffic 
accidents on Oklahoma's highways. In addition, such an analysis was 
thought to enhance the theoretical framework of the thesis by confirm-
ing or undermining earlier statements regarding the relationship of 
SIDE and residence to crash site distances. 
The 418 fatal traffic accidents analyzed (automobile, motorcycle, 
and pedestrian) were mapped using several techniques. First, a dot map 
was produced showing the location of fatalities by county of occurrence. 
Locational data for construction of this map came from the Official 
Police Traffic Collision Report Forms. This information was then trans-
ferred to an overlay sheet with a Department of Transportation Official 
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State Map of Oklahoma 1976, as the base map. 
The Distribution and Spatial Pattern of 
Fatal Traffic Accidents 
The distribution and spatial pattern of fatal traffic accidents is 
shown in Figure 16. Generallyspeaking, there was a nonrandom pattern 
to the distribution of fatalities. Although the pattern was uneven it 
did conform to the population distribution of the State. Fatality con-
centrations occurred in the two largest cities of Oklahoma City and Tul--
sa. Other smaller sized cities such as Altus, Enid, Ponca City, Tahle-
quah and Bartlesville stood out as smaller concentrations. Because of 
higher population densities, the impact of the larger urban centers was 
substantial. 
Spatial Concentrations of Fatalities. According to official sta-
tistics, 69 percent of all traffic deaths occurred in rural areas. 1 On 
the other hand, 78 percent of all accidents in 1976 occurred in urban 
2 areas. If one were to remove the effect of Tulsa, Oklahoma and the 
three Panhandle Counties, the emergent distribution would appear uni-
formly spaced. Frequency counts by county, for group of involvee, demon-
strated that rural-urban differences in the locational distribution 
patterns of fatalities did exist. This relationship appears as Table IX 
in Appendix C. From the sample of 418 fatalities, many rural counties 
recorded high fatality counts. For example, Kay, Logan. McCurtain, 
Mayes and Cherokee Counties had relatively high fatality counts. This 
indicated that many of the fatal rural trips had both origins and dest~ 
nations in rural counties, and that trip movements were in an inter-city 
10 0 20 100 
Source: Compiled by Author IIILES 
Figure 16. The Distribution and Spatial Pattern of Traffic Fatalities in Oklahoma, 1976 
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pattern as opposed to an intra-city pattern. 
In addition, Figure 16 showed that high accident frequency rural 
counties displayed distinctive characteristics in terms of the locations 
of fatalities. In Logan and Kay counties, the impact of I-35 was ap-
parent. Both of these counties experienced high million vehicle miles 
traveled figures (216,000,000 and 164,900,000 respectively). In Mc-
Curtain County, U.S. Highway 259 stood out clearly as a fatality occur-
rence route, with a focus being the town of Idabel. Similarly in Mayes 
County, State Highway 33 showed concentrations along its route. Within 
Cherokee County, the city of Tahlequah showed high concentrations. 
Tahlequah is at the hub of three State Highways (10, 82 and 15) and it 
is in the midst of a tourist area, 
Fatality Location Clusters Along Routes. Another feature of Figure 
16 was the clustering of fatality locations along certain roadways. In-
terstate 35, North and South, could be discerned clearly, as could the 
Turner Turnpike between Oklahoma City and Tulsa. Interstate 40 East 
was also apparent, but fewer fatalities occurred on the western portion. 
In the Southeastern and Southwestern portions of the State, the influ-
ence of State Highway locations was apparent. From Jackson County 
across to McCurtain County, an east-west cluster of fatality locations 
occurred; especially along State Highways 5, 53 and 32. Even in the 
northern part of the State, the cluster was evident. 
A characteristic of Figure 16 was the distance-decay effect for 
fatality occurrences away from the SMSA counties. Counties surround-
ing Oklahoma County showed significant drops in fatality locations. 
Similarly for Tulsa County, where a corresponding drop in million 
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vehicle miles traveled per county occurred. Such an observation added 
meaning to earlier statements regarding the relationship of SIDE and 
residence to crash site distances. A spatial clustering of fatalities 
in urban counties indicated the existence of high stress conditions. 
Thus, in large urban areas, the fatality crash sites appeared to be 
engulfed in high stress fields. Conversely, rural fatality locations 
were associat,ed with low system stress, as measured by Average Daily 
Traffic, and it appeared that type of highway, highway condition and 
distance traveled may have been important factors in accounting for 
fatality locations. 
SIDE and Residence to Crash Site Distances 
Characteristics of Involvees 
Sex of Involvees. Fatality victims in Oklahoma for 1976 were pre~ 
dominantly male. Of the 418 cases analyzed, auto-drivers comprised 75 
percent of the fatality victims. Within the sample, 59 percent of vic-
tims were female. These figures were correlated with figures released 
by the Department of Public Safety, where 77 percent of drivers killed 
were male and 23 percent female. Motorcycle fatality victims were all 
males. This group of involvees comprised only eight percent of the 
total. 
Age of Involvees. Mean age was used as the appropriate measure. 
For autodrivers killed in fatalities the mean age was 40 years. This 
reflected the slightly older age structure of the rural population. 
On the other hand, the mean age of motorcyclists was 24 years. Un-
doubtedly this reflects the young adult attraction to "fun machines, 11 
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An interesting relationship was evident in the relationship of 
age with residence to crash site distances traveled. Figure 17 shows 
two peaks. First, there is a peak at 20 years of age. The area under 
the cur~e included both motorcyclists and auto-drivers. The second 
peak reached a maximum at 60 years of age and declined r~pidly as resi-
dence tq crash site distance increased. Hence, a "young'.' and "old" 
effect was present in the age of involvees with distance, whereby young-
er traffic fatality victims died further away from their residence than 
did older victims. Furthermore, the majority of victims of all ages 
had residence to crash site distances of less than 20 miles. Generally 
speaking, the younger the age of involvee, the longer the residence to 
crash site distance. 
Time of Day. The time of occurrence of the 418 fatalities did not 
show a stable pattern. Instead, the fatality occurrences displayed 
definite trends. Figure 18, for example, revealed a high peak after 
midnight, in particular at 1:00 A.M. Fatality occurrences at this time 
may have been the end result of a journey with origin at an alcoholic 
establishment. Peak morning hours, or journey to work hours, did not 
appear to be fatality prone times. Rather, the afternoon emerged as 
the lethal time for fatality occurrences, especially during the peak 
hour between 5:00P.M. and 6:00P.M. Several reasons were forwarded 
as explanations for this phenomenon, (1) levels of traffic and traffic 
volumes are higher in the afternoon hours, thereby elevating system 
stresses and SIDE to higher levels, (2) it is generally the time wpert 
worker fatigue or "the hard day at the office" syndrome, makes the 
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decision motor capactities" of the driver are reduced, thereby decreas-
ing the margin for error. 
Day of Week. The weekend predominated as the high frequency fatal-
ity occurrence period. More fatalities occurred on Sunday than any 
other day of the week (see Figure 19). The month of May was the high 
frequency occurrence time of year. As mentioned above, the time of day 
of occurrences suggested fatalities during the return home work journey 
and after bar closing time. Since weekends were high fatality occur-
rence periods, then it suggested differences in trip purpose. In the 
latter, pleasure trips and social recreation trips would certainly be 
large components of traffic fatality trips. Alcohol related weekend 
fatalities may be another type of trip. Only 22 percent of all fatal 
traffic accidents in Oklahoma, in 1976, resulted directly or indirectly 
from drinking. 
Residence to Crash Site Distances for 
Groups of Involvees 
To reiterate, residence to crash site distance as used in this 
thesis referred to straight line distance in miles. It was calculated 
for evey fatality and for each group. Similarly, mean residence to 
crash site distances were calculated for each group for comparative 
purposes. In addition, means were calculated to test the conventional 
wisdom regarding the distance from residence at which most fatalities 
occurred. 
Automobile Drivers. The mean residence to crash site distance for 
dead automobile drivers was 16.09 miles. This figure differed from the 
MON TUES WED THUR FAI SAT SUN 
DAY OF WEEK 
Figure 19. Day of Week of Fatality Occurrences 
mean distance traveled by dead Michigan auto-drivers in -1969, where a 
mean of 30.87 miles prevailed. 3 This discrepancy was suggestive of, 
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(1) differences ·in amou.nt of traveling undertaken and length of travel,· 
and (2) the impact of different levels of urbanization. It appeared 
that existing differences in the urban hierarchy, or in t.he size and 
spacing of central places, may have affected residence to crash site 1 
distances. In general, the Michigan urban system differs from that of 
Oklahoma. In the former, a more mature hierarchy exists with more 
large cities and comparatively more intermediate-sized cities, Such 
a hierarchy, therefore, affects spatial trip movement direction and 
length. Longer residence to crash site distances in Michigan indicated· 
predominantly more intra-metropolitan trips and trip lengths as opposed 
to the inter-metropolitan type. In Oklahoma, the_predominance of small-
er sized towns, (both in terms of numbers and the close spacing between 
them) and fewer large cities, indicated more inter~urban travel. This 
inter-urban travel (spatial trip movement from central place to central 
place) was of relatively short distance. As shown by Figure 20, a high 
percentage of auto-driver fatalities occurred within five miles of the 
residence and 50 percent of the distances were less than 15 miles from 
the residence. Sixty percent of the victims were within 20 miles of the 
residence. 
The distance distribution for auto-drivers was highly skewed, with 
very few involvees having long residence to crash site distances. Fig-
ure 21 shows residence to crash site distance vectors for dead auto-
drivers. Oklahoma and' Tulsa County were apparent as clusters of con-
centration. In general, a chaotic pattern emerged, with rural spatial 
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Figure 21. Residence to Crash Site Distance Vectors, Autodrivers 
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points were small to medium sized rural towns, particularly in the 
Central, Northeast and Southeast portions of the State. This confirmed 
the earlier statement regarding inter-urban trip movements of short 
distance. In addition, not many fatal trips were rural-to-urban 
or vice-versa. A clear demarcation existed between urban and rural 
generated fatal traffic trips. 
Motorcyclists. Mean residence to crash site distance for this 
group of involvees was 16.10 miles. This figure did not differ greatly 
from that of dead Michigan motorcyclists where mean distance was 13.01 
.1 4 m1 es. As mentioned earlier, motorcyclists comprised only 7.60 per-
cent of the sample. Mean age of involvee was 24 years and mean time of 
occurrence was late afternoon. Figure 22 shows the frequency of resi-
dence to crash site distances. As can be seen, 60 percent of motor-
cycle fatalities occurred within five miles of the residence, while 78 
percent occurred within 10 miles of the residence. Hence, fatal trips 
were comparatively short for this group. 
The spatial pattern of residence to crash site distances is shown 
in Figure 23. Again the pattern indicated Oklahoma, Tulsa and Comanche 
Counties as the high motorcycle fatality occurrence areas. The direc-
tion of spatial movement is both intra-urban and inter-urban. Only 
eight of the fatalities had lengths beyond 20 miles. Rural motorcycle 
fatalities did not show any alignment to the State highway system. 
Many fatalities occurred on rural roads or city streets. With time of 
occurrence considerations, it appeared that many victims were on plea-
sure outings, "riding for fun" on rural county section roads, or on 
city streets returning from work. 
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Summary. A summary table of residence to crash site distances for 
the two groups of involvees appears in Table IV. 
N 
TABLE IV 
RESIDENCE TO CRASH SITE DISTANCE IN MILES BY 
GROUP OF INVOLVEE, OKLAHOMA; 1976 
Auto-drivers 
379 
Distance in Miles (Mean) 16.09 




The results and findings of the initial analysis were sunnnarized 
as follows: 
(1) A highly skewed distance distribution for the groups of in-
volvees confirmed the popular belief that most fatalities occur within 
25 miles of the residence. Within this range, there was no substantial 
variation in terms of residence to crash site distances for the two 
groups. Hence, the supposedly random elements which determine acci-
dents assure that death will be close to home, for some very close. 
This suggested that high stress fields are closer to the residence. 
(2) When compared to the Michigan study, the lower mean distances 
indicated the existence of different travel patterns within the urban 
heirarchy. 
(3) The predominance of inter-urban travel movements among the 
victims, especially movements between small towns. Very little move-
ment occurred between rural and urban areas. 
Distance and Stress: Empirical Results 
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It was mentioned in Chapter II that the residence to crash site 
distance was considered to be an important geographic property of 
traffic fatalities. From the results thus far, a characteristic of this 
property was the predominant distance decay effect displayed for all 
groups of involvees. At this level of analysis, the only interpretation 
was that most victims lived close to their residence and that fatal 
spatial movements were predominantly on an inter-urban scale. When 
residence to crash site distance was compared to other variables, addi-
tional relationships emerged. Figure 26 displays the relationship of 
system stress with residence to crash site distance. Generally speak-
ing, the shorter the residence to crash site distance the higher the 
level of system stresses or SIDE. Average Daily Traffic, as measured 
by highway segment, was used as a surrogate measure of stress for the 
greater the level of interaction between people and places, the higher 
the levels of traffic volume. 
Interaction Between "Stresses" and Distance 
The further the residence to crash site distance, the lower the 
level of system stresses. Hence, not all traffic crashes were sites 
where system stresses culminated. Other factors determined the 
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"journey to death" in such cases. By returning to Figure 10 :i-t could 
be seen that human physical-psychological stress was a factor in those 
cases where residence to crash site distances were relatively longer. 
Conversely, both high levels of stress at short distances from the 
residence and the high frequency of fatalities at short distances, indi-
cated that while human physical stress was low, the system stresses 
were high. 
Were the short residence to crash site distances of Figure 26 urban 
or rural fatalities? Given the higher levels of stress it was postulat-
ed that most were urban fatalities. A plot of the population of the 
county of occurrence by residence to crash site distance appears in 
Figure 27. It showed that the majority of short journeys to death 
occurred in counties of population below 70,000. The next higher order 
counties were Comanche, Garfield, Tulsa and Oklahoma. Examination of 
county of residence and residence to crash site distance revealed that 
the majority of fatality victims resided in counties of population below 
50,000. Larger population sized counties (Oklahoma and Tulsa) experienc-
ed both short and long residence to crash site distances. Hence, urban 
fatalities were included in the category of short distance/high system 
stress. 
Levels of Stress and Urban-Rural Residence 
to Crash Site Distances 
Classes of Distance and Levels of Stress 
This analysis is related to the hypothesis derived from Figure 14. 
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Average Daily Traffic, used as a measure of stress, was partitioned 
between high and low. A chi-square analysis was performed and the null 
hypothesis of no significant difference between classes of residence to 
crash site distance and levels of stress was accepted. (X2 = 0.0004 
with 1 df at ex = • 05). Hence, the level of SIDE or system stress did 
not affect the residence to crash site distance or "journey to death. 11 
Yet the SIDE were certainly present within the system, at varying inten-
sities, when the fatalities occurred. What remained was to determine 
whether urban or rural residence to crash site distances were affected 
by stress levels. 
Urban-Rural Differences in Residence to 
Crash Site Distances 
Many fatality-related travel distances in both urban and rural 
counties of Oklahoma were short and long. In large urban areas such 
as Oklahoma City, residence to crash site distances could be long due 
to the physical expanse of the city. The hypothesis was that there 
existed basic distance differences between urban and rural "journeys 
to death." At test procedure was employed. At a significance level 
of 0.5, the null hypothesis of no significant difference was rejected. 
Hence, there existed a distance difference between urban and rural 
residence to crash site distances. Mean distances in the urban areas 
of Oklahoma (SMSA counties) was 14.72 miles, whereas in the rural 
counties it was 18.01 miles. While spatial trip lengths differed, the 
urban fatal trips were relatively long, indicating significant intra-
metropolitan movements. 
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Levels of Stress and Urban-Rural Distances 
Although the level of stress declined with longer residence-to 
crash-site distances, the level of stress did not affect the length of 
the residence to crash site distance in urban or rural areas. A 
chi-square test was used to determine the effect of two levels of 
stress (high and low) on long and short urban and rural distances. In 
both cases the null hypothesis of no significant difference was accept-
ed. Such a finding invalidates earlier theoretical statements. It 
appeared that residence to crash site distances were not a reflection 
of SIDE. Figure 27 shows the relationship of stress to distance travel-
ed. While both human and system stresses were certainly present, the 
fatal traffic accident site was not the location where system stresses 
were maximized. Clearly, there existed a combination of other factors 
which must have determined the residence to crash site distance. This 
problem is dealt with in more detail in Chapter V. 
Summary of the Results, Part 1 
Several significant findings may be summarized at this point. 
With regard to residence to crash site distances and their spatial 
pattern, two findings were of importance: 
(1) The existence of differences in mean residence to crash site 
distances for auto-drivers in Oklahoma and Michigan revealed polarized 
urban system development, with attendant affects upon patterns of 
fatal spatial movements. Hence, urban hierarchy influenced the length 
of "journey to death." 
(2) Shorter residence to crash site distances were predominantly 
inter-urban trips. Movement was mainly from a rural origin to a rural 
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destination, and from urban origins to urban destinations. There 
occurred miaimal interaction effects (as shown by fatality distances) 
between urban and rural areas. Indirectly, this suggests that inter-
action between the man-vehicle-highway system was occurring at short 
distances from the origin points. Also 1 it was indicative of the small 
travel fields of people engaged in the spatial interaction process. 
Results of Hypothesis Testing, A total of five hypotheses were 
tested up to this point. 
(1) The first hypothesis states that fatal traffic accidents will 
tend to cluster in space, especially where the SIDE are at a peak. 
Clustering was only evident in the urban counties of Oklahoma, 
but the percentage of fatalities occurring in these locations did not 
make the urban counties predominant. When their effect was removed, the 
spatial pattern of fatalities appeared quite uniform, 
(2) The second hypothesis expected there to be differences between 
the urban and rural counties of the State of Oklahoma as regards the 
residence to crash site distance for groups of involvees, 
This hypothesis was accepted as it was shown that mean distances 
differed substantially. A difference of four miles in the means indi-
cated that intra-metropolitan trips were long in proportion to the rural 
counties. 
(3) Hypothesis three was concerned with the impact of levels of 
stress upon long and short residence to crash site distances. The be-
lief was that SIDE were reflected in the residence to crash site dis-
tances. 
This hypothesis was rejected, thereb·y indicating that system 
stresses or SIDE did not influence the length of the distance traveled 
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to death. Yet a plotted relationship showed a definite .distance decay 
effect between stress and distance traveled. Thus, a combination of 
other variables must have determined why the fatality victims died so 
close to horne. 
(4) Hypothesis four concentrated upon the impact of differing 
levels of stress on urban and rural distances traveled. 
This hypothesis was also rejected. Apparently it did not matter 
whether both long and short residence to crash site distances were ur-
ban or rural. The level of system stress was not associated with dis-
tance. 
FOOTNOTES 
1oklahoma State Department of Public Safety, Traffic Accident 
Facts, 1976 (Accident Records Division), p. 1. 
2Ibid., p. 1. 
3Hal Moellering, The Journey to Death: A Spatial Analysis of 
_F-'-a-'t'--a_l_. _T_r_a_f_f_i_c_C:._.r_a_s_h_e-'s=---i_n_M_i_c_h_i__,g.._a_n~,'----1-'9_6'-'--9 , Michigan Geographical 
Publication Nq. 13, Department of Geography, University of Michigan 
(1974), p. 30. 
4Ibid., p. 30. 
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CHAPTER V 
RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS 1 PART 2 
The Model 
As outlined in Chapter II ordinary least squares regression was 
used to test the model. The first model was of the form, 
LOGDXR. = f(ADT., POPCOOC., LU., DOT., HIGHCL.) 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Where: LOGDRX. 
1 
the log of the residence to crash site distance for 
fatality i; 
ASTi average daily traffic at fatality site i; 
POPCOOC. = population of the county of fatality; 
1 
LU. predominant land-use at fatality site i; 
1 





highway class on which fatality i occurred; 
was used to test the hypothesis that the SIDE were factors in determin-
ing the residence to crash site distance of individuals involved in 
fatal traffic accidents. A log transformation of the residence to 
crash site distance variable was used because of its highly skewed na-
ture. A complete log transformation of the model was not possible be-
cause not all variables lend themselves to transformation. 
Three class variables were used in the model. Land-use, direction 
of travel, and highway class were measured on several levels. For 
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example, lartd-use was measured on six levels with each level correspond-
ing to a land-use surrounding the fatality site. The land use classes 
were; residential, business, industrial, school, not built-up and rural. 
Similarly, direction of travel was measured on three levels; towards 
home, away from home and not known. Finally, highwa~ class was measur-
ed on five levels; interstate route, U.S. Highway, State Highway, 
county/section road and city .street. Information for all variables come 
from the Official Police Collision Report forms for 1976. 
Results of the Model for Automobile Drivers 
The R2 value for this group of involvees was 0.19. Hence, the coe~ 
ficient of determination indicated that the independent variables 
accounted for only 19 percent of the variation about the mean of the 
dependent variable. This was not a respectable statistic for 81 percent 
of the variation remained unexplained. Therefore, it can be concluded 
that there was no relationship between residence to crash site distance 
and system stresses. A significance test (f statistic) was made which 
tested the null hypothesis of no linear relationship (r = 0). At a 
significance level of .05 the null hypothesis was accepted. Hence, the 
R2 value of 0.19 could have arisen by chance even with no association 
among the variables. 
Clearly, the specified model did not fit the traffic fatality data 
well for auto-drivers. The correlation matrix which appears in Table V 
below does not reveal any startling findings. All correlation coeffi-
cients are below 0.5. Yet certain statements can be made regarding in-
terrelationships among the stress variables. The relatively high corre-
lation between type of Highway Class and Population of County of 
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Occurrence indicates the presence of different roads for different popu-
lation sized counties. Land-use and Highway Class display the highest 
correlation while the correlation between land-use and population of 
county reveals changing land-uses as population decreases. Average 
Daily Traffic experienced very low coefficients when correlated with 
all variables. Thus, it appears that only Land-use, Highway Class and 















HIGHCL DIROFTR ADT 
-0.28421 0.01048 -0.02086 
-0.45561 -0.14843 -0.16979 
1.0000 0.11879 
1.0000 










In order to determine some association among the variables, simple 
regressions were attempted using residence to crash site distance as the 
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dependent variable and five independent variables. It was thought that 
this procedure would reveal some characteristics in. the association of 
distance and SIDE that remained obscure both in the model and correla-
tion matrix. Table VI reveals the results of this additional analysis. 
2 









RESULTS OF THE SIMPLE REGRESSIONS UTILIZING 
















It was hypothesized that long residence to crash site distances on 
an urban-rural continuum would be associated with low levels of system 
stress. Such was not the case in a regression situation since the R2 
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value was essentially zero. The plot in Figure 27 displayed no definite 
distance-decay effects. From earlier analysis it was shown that levels 
of system stress had no effect upon long or short urban-rural distances. 
Two additional SIDE, population of county of fatality occurrence and 
2 
land-use, both had low R values. The coefficient for POPCOOC showed 
that as residence to crash site distance increased the population of the 
county of fatality occurrences decreased. This identified long resi-
dence to crash site distances in rural counties. In spite of this there 
occurred no corresponding decrease in ADT levels. Highway class showed 
the strongest R2 value indicating that the type of road traveled on may 
influence the length of the "journey to death." For example, fatalities 
on an interstate would indicate victims had been traveling longer time 
periods and longer distances relative to fatality victims on city 
strees. 
Results of the Model for Motorcyclists 
The model fared much better for this group of involvees. The R2 
value was 0.44, so that 44 percent of the variation about the mean of 
the dependent variable was accounted for by SIDE or system stresses. 
This was a respectable statistic which indicated that the model may 
have had more meaning for motorcyclists than auto-drivers. The corre-
latioil. matrix which appears in Table VII displays no high correlations 
among the stress variables. All correlations are below 0.5. No pat-
terns have emerged from inspection of the correlation matrix. 
The influence of individual variables was determined by simple 
regressions using the independent variables singularly. Table VIII 















CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS MATRIX - MOTORCYCLISTS 
LOGDRX LNDUSE HIGHCL DIROFTR ADT POPCOOCC 
1.0000 0.08921 -0.19484 0.07310 -0.23080 -0.04544 
1.0000 -0.29930 -0.15596 -0.34254 0.07347 
1.0000 -0.28988 -0.07845 0.36934 
1.0000 0.22495 -0.21946 
1. 0000 0. 32998 
1.0000 
TABLE VIII 
RESULTS OF THE SIMPLE REGRESSIONS UTILIZING 
LOGDRX AS DEPENDENT VARIABLE 
- MOTORCYCLISTS 
Independent X. R2 
1 
ADT -0.000 0.09* 
POPCOOC -0.000 0.00 
HIGHCL o .1o~~ 
LU 0.21* 
DOT 0.04* 
*Not significantly different from zero at 95 percent level. 
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was used several differences emerged between the impact of SIDE on mo-
2 
torcyclists and auto-drivers. While all R values were very low only 
one was significantly different from zero. 
The negative beta co-efficients for average daily traffic showed 
that the hypothesized relationship was in the hypothesized direction; 
as motorcylist residence to crash site distance increased, the average 
daily traffic decreased. This occurred with the population of the 
country of fatality occurrence as well. Why were motorcyclists influ-
enced by such SIDE as ADT and POPCOOC when auto-drivers were not? This 
question was answered in a later section. More importantly, the effect 
of land-use on the residence to crash site distance became apparent for 
motorcyclists. Type of highway or route had no immediate influence. 
Hence, for both groups of involvees several SIDE operated differently. 
Understanding why this occurred can only be accomplished by examining 
the importance of individual SIDE variables and by returning to Figure 
7. 
The Importance of Individual Variables in the 
Model and Their Relationship to the Conceptual 
Model of the Dysfunction Process in Spatial 
Movement 
The rationale of the Conceptual Model as presented in Figure 7 was 
to examine the fatal movement process within the content of SIDE. It 
attempted to define a fatal journey with origin at the residence and 
an unknown destination. In each of the three conditions, the auto-
driver or motorcyclist is affected by both human and system stresses. 
The location of fatality occurrence was dependent upon trip purpose, 
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directional movement pattern, type of road system and the dysfunctional 
elements surrounding the man-vehicle highway system. The results of 
the model indicated that the Conceptual Model of the Dysfunction Process 
in Spatial Movement did not fit the data well and that the dysfunction 
process affected motorcyclists differently from auto-drivers. 
Average Daily Traffic (ADT). This measure of system stress had no 
significant impact upon the residence to cra.sh site distance for auto-
mobile drivers or motorcyclists. As indicated earlier, the case of 
auto-drivers revealed no relationship at all in the simple regression 
example. Only for motorcylists did the negative coefficient indicate 
low levels of ADT with longer LOGDRX. The direction of the relationship 
and strength of the relationship suggested that ADT was not of suffi-, 
ciently high levels to influence the residence to crash site distance 
traveled. Hence, while the spatial movement process may not be affected 
by SIDE, previous studies have shown that traffic volume and traffic 
density do affect the number of accidents, especially at intersections.1 
In the State of Oklahoma, both urban hierarchy and types of trips 
would determine the levels of system stress and SIDE. From an earlier 
statement, relatively few large cities and predominant inter-urban move-
ment means lower levels of system stress when averaged over the system. 
High levels of ADT do exist in Oklahoma and Tulsa Counties, but in all 
probability they do not cause fatalities, only accidents, due to the 
reduced speeds of the man-vehicle system. Secondly it suggests that 
human stress may be of greater importance in the residence to crash site 
distance traveled than originally thought. As seen from Figures 8 
through 12, the longer the distance traveled the more the combined 
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stresses. Hence, the perceptual decision motor capacities of the driver 
slow down, decaying alertness ensues and the probability of a fatality 
increases. 
Population of County of Occurrence (POPCOOC). Being another mea-
sure of system stress, the hypothesized relationship was in the right 
direction for both groups of involvees. The insignificant but negative 
beta co-efficient indicated that longer residence to crash site dis-
tances were associated with low population counties. This was not sur-
prising since the longest distances traveled were recorded in rural 
counties. Many short distance fatal journeys were undertaken in high 
population counties, but also in relatively low population counties. 
Since only four fatalities occurring in rural counties have extremely 
long journey, the regression procedure forced the relationship to the 
right direction. 
Type of Highway Class (HIGHCL). As mentioned earlier, this vari-
able was significantly different from zero for auto-drivers, but not 
for motorcylists. Based on the levels or types if highway class, auto-
drivers who were killed on interstates were probably more likely to 
be longer distances from their residence than those killed on city 
streets or state highways, etc. Furthermore, interstate users face 
higher ADT volumes than travelers on city streets or highways due to 
the concentration of traffic on one route. Therefore, long distance 
drivers on interstates were probably subject to greater levels of sys-
tem stress than auto-drivers on other types of roads. For motorcyclists, 
this relationship did not emerge because of shorter mean distances be-· 
tween residence and crash site, and the predominance of fatalities on 
city streets. 
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Land-Use (LU). Thts variable contributed much of the variation in 
the final R2 value (0.41) for motorcyclists, and it was significant:I_y 
different from zero (0.21) in the simple regression procedure •. For 
auto-drivers, the co-efficient was not as strong. In interpreting this 
effect, it became apparent that type of land-use at the crash site was 
of greater importance for motorcylists than auto-drivers. To an auto-
mobile driver traveling along a city route, for example, the changes 
in land-use along the route may not affect him unless corresponding 
changes in levels of traffic volume and types of vehicles are extreme-
ly high. Even then he may be forced to reduce speed and be more alert 
of the situation around him. Thus, a certain amount of stress (Figure 
11). is necessary to keep the driver alert. On the other hand, a motor-
cyclist traveling. along the same route would be 'affected to a greater 
extent by sudden changes in land use and corresponding increases in 
traffic volume and vehicle types. 
The motorcylist traveling from a residential to industrial area 
of the city will experience increased traffic volumes and heavier com-
mercial type vehicles on the road. It is here.where trucks and motor-
cycles· become incompatible elements on the road system. System 
. stresses, in such a case, affects the motorcyclists much. more than the 
auto-driver, yet the motorcyclist may be as alert as other drivers 
around him. The size of the motorcycle in relation to vehicle size 
makes it harder to .be seen and identified; with lane changing this is 
a potential danger for the motorcyclist. Since margins for error are 
reduced in such situations, the motorcyclist has·a higher chance of 
being struck by automobiles or heavier commercial vehicles. 
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Direction of Travel (DOT). This variable was not statistically 
significant for either group of involvees. It was thought that direc-
tion of travel (away from home or towards home) would influence how 
far people had fatalities from their residence. Since a high percentage 
of fatalities occurred at short distances from the residence, the direc-
tion of travel did not matter. Furthermore, it was hoped that direc-
tion of travel would be important in identifying those fatalities which 
occurred at peak traffic periods during the day. For example, were 
fatalities which peaked at 1:05 A.M. a group of victims traveling 
towards the residence, and similarly for fatality victims between 5:00-
6:00 P.M.? 
Summary of Results 
Despite the low ability of the model, several statements can be 
made concerning possible relationships among dependent and independent 
variables. For automobile drivers it was shown that residence to crash 
· site distance traveled was not a function of SIDE or system stress. 
Yet residence to crash site distance did appear to be related, in minor 
ways, to the type of road the involvee was traveling on. Average daily 
traffic did not influence the journey to death in any way. As men-
tioned earlier, the possibility existed of insufficient levels of 
system stress in contrast to high levels of human stress in accounting 
for journeys to death. Since most distances were short, mean of 16.0 
miles, then perceptual decision motor capacities of drivers broke down 
close to home. Conversely, this indicates that fatality victims are 
not alert at short distances; for example, trips to a supermarket or 
quiktrip. Hence, two sets of conditions apply for short and long dis-
tance trips. 
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For motorcyclists, the model had a higher predictive ability due 
to the influence of land-use as a contributor to the explained varia-
tion. In general, it appeared that SIDE affected motorcyclists resi-
dence to crash site distance. This would appear correct, since motor-
cyclists are more exposed to SIDE. De.spite a respectable association 
for this latter group of involvees, system stresses were not of suffi-
cient magnitude to affect the residence to crash site distance. The 
cumulative stress surface was not varied sufficiently to affect all dis-
distances, instead its concentration at specific locations and at par-
ticular times meant that it affected a small percentage of fatalities. 
Thus, it appears that fatalities are short distance phenomena which in-
dicate a short trip distribution and low levels of both human and 
system stress. 
The findings, thus far, have not confirmed or contradicted the 
findings of Moellering. 4 Instead they have helped to shed light on the 
geographic nature of the residence to crash site distance. Moellering's 
study identified, (1) population of the county of residence, (2) high-
way class, (3) the crash site, and (4) Michigan State Police District 
as important spatial variables in the journey to death. Their only 
importance was in defining the journey to death. This research identi-
fied the importance of highway class and land-use as influences upon 
the journey to death. In addition, the findings of Chapter IV shed 
light on the impact of urban systems differences and trip lengths on 
differences in residence to crash site distances traveled. The final 
chapter summarizes the study and discusses the implication of the re-
search findings. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY, IMPLICATIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH 
Summary 
This thesis was undertaken because of the concern with the persis-
tently high traffic fatality statistics in the United States. Too many 
people are being killed unnecessarily on our roads and highways. In 
addition, the traffic accident phenomenon has been a problem of major 
proportions in the U.S.A. for many years. As a c~ntribution to the un-
derstanding of the fatal accident problem, the focus and objectives of 
this thesis were two fold. First, to focus upon the notion of distance 
as it related to fatal traffic accidents, it was primarily concerned 
with the anatomy and characteristics of residence to crash site dis-
tances traveled. Second, to examine the relationship between residence 
to crash site distance traveled and SIDE or system stresses in the road 
and travel environment. The State of Oklahoma was chosen as the study 
area and the state's fatal traffic accidents for 1976 composed the data 
base. Information on 1976 fatal traffic accidents was obtained from the 
Official Police Collision Report forms at the Oklahoma Department of 
Public Safety. 
In order to carry out the objectives of this thesis, several models 
were developed which attempted to construct a theoretical framework. 
The Conceptual Model of the Dysfunction Process in Spatial Movement 
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was the main model which attempted to define the residence to crash 
site distance in terms of or~gin, destination and SIDE. From this model 
were dev~loped several sub models which took into consideration aspects 
of residence to crash site distance and "stresses." Distinctions were 
made between the types of stresses, human and system stress, and their 
impact on distance traveled and residence to crash site. This process 
culminated with the development of a systems model which attempted to 
establish an association between system stress and residence to crash 
site distance. While the theoretical development phase was new and in-
novative, the results of the modeling efforts were not as expected. 
Trends in the Spatial Pattern and 
Distribution of Fatalities 
Evidence from Chapter IV demonstrated the spatial pattern and dis-
tribution of fatalities in 1976. Major clustering of fatality locations 
was not evident, except for the apparent clusters in Oklahoma and Tulsa 
County. The clustered fatalities comprised only 30 percent of all 
fatalities, the remainder were rural. Small country towns, in parti-
cular Altus, Tahlequah, Ponca City and Ada, etc. did appear in small 
clusters on the rural landscape. In general, the pattern was more uni-
form than clustered. In addition, it was graphically evident that 
urban residence to crash site distances differed from those of rural 
areas. Urban distances appeared short on the vector maps, but several 
long residence to crash site distances existed. In rural areas, the 
distances appeared relatively longer, yet many short distances prevail-
ed. Basically, the locational distribution pattern followed trends in 
population distribution, but there was evidence of fatality clusters 
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along particular routes. For example, in McCurtain County, U.S. 259 
was dotted with fatalities in 1976 as was State Highway 33. Interstate 
35 and the Turner Turnpike were other linear surfaces dotted with fa-
talities. 
The graphic analysis illustrated that certain counties and roads 
of the State had higher proportions of fatalities than warranted by 
/ 
their population or traffic volume. Such information could be of 
value to State Highway and Transportation Departments in identifying 
problem areas within the State and in particular, high frequency fatal-
ity routes. It is such areas that display the dysfunction elements 
in the movement process and hamper the efficient operation of the man-
vehicle-highway system. While the solutions may finally depend on 
highway engineering, one objective would always be to improve the 
"perceptual decision motor capacities" of the driver. 
Residence to Crash Site Distances and 
Their Spatial Patterns 
Several important findings emerged from: (1) the calculation and 
analysis of residence to crash site distance means for the groups of 
involvees, and (2) analysis of the spatial patterns. First, the resi-
dence to crash site distance means were calculated for two groups of 
involvees, auto-drivers and motorcyclists, in order to determine the 
relative lengths of the journey to death, For both groups, the means 
indicated very short residence to crash site distances, Frequency 
distributions showed that in all cases, more than 50 percent of fatali-
1 
ties occurred within 10 miles of the residence and that a high percen~ 
tage occurred within five miles of the residence. Thus, fatal spatial 
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trips for fatality victims in Oklahoma were very short. Hean distance 
for dead automobile drivers was 16.01 miles, for motorcyclists the mean 
distance was 16.10 miles. Hean distances for both groups was consistent 
with findings from an earlier study, but that of auto-drivers revealed 
interesting differences. 
The spatial pattern of: fatality movements was revealed as being on 
an inter-urban basis rather than intra-urban. Fatal movements in space 
were predominantly movements between rural towns; there was little move-
ment between rural and urban areas. In urban counties, intra-metropol-
itan movements were apparent. A lower distance mean for dead auto-
drivers in Oklahoma, as compared to those of Michigan, revealed 
differences in urban system development and spatial travel habits. In 
Michigan, the existance of a more developed urban !heirarchy generates 
,greater amounts of intra-urban movement due to the presence of inter-
mediate sized cities. Thus intra-urban travelers would be at longer 
. distances between their residence and all probable crash sites within a 
metropolitan area in Michigan. In Oklahoma, on the other hand, the exis-
tence of an urban system characterized by fewer large cities, no inter-
mediate sized cities, and the predominance of small sized towns, both 
in terms of numbers and the close spacing between them, indicated inter-
urban movements. Shorter distances prevailed because trips were linear 
and were direct. This finding raised interesting questions concerning 
the impact of urbanization on fatalities and residence to crash site 
distances. 
Results of Hypothesis Testing 
Four hypotheses relating to the nature and characteristics of 
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residence to crash site distance were tested. The rationale behind hy-
pothesis testing was to further explore the geographic property of resi-
dence to crash site distance. One geographic property was the differ--· 
ence in length between urban and rural residence to crash site distances 
and their variations with levels of stress. The hypotheses indicated 
the existence of distance differences between urban and rural areas. 
Urban residence to crash site distances were substantially longer than 
rural distances, suggesting the effect of intra~metropolitan movement. 
A ~elated hypothesis attempted to discern the impact of levels of 
st~ess or SIDE upon urban and rural distances traveled. This hypo-
thesis was rejected so that it did not matter whether urban-rural dis-
tances were both long or short, the level of system stress did not 
affect the "journey to death." 
All residence to crash site distances for the 418 cases were 
categorized into short and long and a test was made of the assertion 
with high and low levels of system stress. This hypothesis was also 
rejected indicating no association at all between distance traveled 
to death and the level of system stress. These findings were the op-
posite of what was expected based on earlier theoretical developments. 
Th:! findings indicated that on an urban-rural continuum, stress was 
not maximized at the fatality site, and that system stress was not of 
sufficient levels to affect the 11 journey to death." While system 
stresses were not reflected in the residence to crash site distance, 
their presence at the fatality site cannot be discounted. From the 
discussion in Chapter II it was argued that a high probability of 
fatality occurrence was likely at the point where cumulative human and 
system stress was low, i.e. where the driver is least able to cope 
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with hazards on the road. The empirical evidence would seem to fit this 
model well. 
Implications of the Results of the Model 
One model was tested in this thesis which dealt with residence to 
crash site distance and system stresses. Residence to crash site dis-
tance was used as the dependent variable. The aim was to determine why 
people died so close to their residences. Naturally, the system 
stresses formed the independent variables. It was hypothesized that 
the residence to crash site distance was a function of average daily 
traffic, land-use, direction of travel, type of highway class and 
population of the county of fatality occurrence, These variables were 
taken to be measures of system stress and to be the SIDE associated 
with fatalities. The model was tested on two groups of involvees, auto-
drivers and motorcyclists. 
Results indicated that, contrary to the hypothesized relationship, 
the residence to crash site distance was not totally associated with 
the chosen system stresses. For auto-drivers the R2 value was 0.19, 
while for motorcyclists it was 0,44. Simple regressions were attempted 
to discern some magnitude of strength amongst the variables. With 
the former group of involvees, a simple regression of log residence 
to crash site distance and highway class revealed a significant rela-
2 
tionship (R = 0.221). On the basis of this result, the variable high-
way class was accepted as a significant factor in residence to crash 
site distance lengths. Auto-drivers appeared on different types of 
roads, but it seems that different distances were associated with a 
particular type of road. Users of interstates would, in all probabilicy, 
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be traveling longer distances while users of city streets, particularly 
in rural towns, would indicate shorter distances between origin and 
destination, etc. For example 7 rural farm to market distances would be 
included in the latter category, as would commuting from suburbia to the 
CBD (or the journey to work). 
For motorcyclists, the model fared much better with 44 percent of 
the variation being accounted for by system stresses. While the mean 
residence to crash site distance was not very different to that of 
auto-drivers, the motorcyclists had a higher frequency of shorter dis-
tances thereby reducing the variation in the model. Many motorcycle 
fatalities were in Oklahoma and Tulsa County where higher levels of 
stress prevailed. In essence, the model captured differences in system 
stress along the urban-rural continuum and indicated that in urban· 
areas system stress affects motorcyclists journey to death, Simple re-
gressiom were run to determine the influence of individual variables. 
Predominant land-use at the crash site was a significant determinant of 
log residence to crash site distance, Clearly, changes in land-use 
affect the man-vehicle-highway system and this change is more pronounced 
for motorcyclists whose exposure to the road environment make them vul-
nerable objects. 
Thus highway class and land-use emerged as significant system 
stresses in their relationship with the journey to death. They do, in 
part, define the journey, for the highway is the road traveled on and 
land-use is part of those elements which influence the vehicle-driver 
reactions, alertness and driver stress. 
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Implications 
Two levels of implication arise from the results of this thesis. 
The first relates to what State Highway and Transportation Departments 
should do as a result of the analysis regarding time and day of week of 
fatality occurrences, and the influence of land-use and highway class 
on predominantly short residence to crash site distances. The second 
level relates to questions that arise about the implications of changes 
in Oklahoma's urban hierarchy for the locational distribution of fa-
talities and the spatial patterns of fatal trips. 
Earlier analysis revealed that patterns arose in the time and day 
of week of fatality occurrences for the 418 cases. Peaks in time of 
occurrence were prevalent at 1:05 A.M. and between 5:00-6:00 P.M. It 
was mentioned that the former peak may be composed of fatalities where 
victims were returning from alcoholic establishments, dance halls, 
clubs, or late night movies. There appears to be a higher number of 
vehicles on the road at this time of morning. To reduce the fatality 
toll at such an hour, police and highway patrol units would need to 
concentrate manpower on major arteries of cities and towns. In addi-
tion, random breath tests would remove drivers who pose hazards to 
other motorists. Such policies would appear appropriate on weekends 
as opposed to weekdays. During the period between 5:00-6!00 P.M. a 
further high fatality occurrence time occurs. Here, motorists on re-
turn home journeys, women returning from social recreation trips and 
motorists returning from day trips become most of the peak traffic 
volumes generated at this hour. Hence, traffic fatalities are a direct 
result of the urban transportation problem for those time periods. 
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Reductions in levels of SIDE can only be achieved through inte-
grated transportation and land-use planning. It is at the peak traffic 
periods that the man-vehicle highway system breaks down. Both stronger 
controls and law enforcement on the highways, and planning maneuvers 
to reduce traffic volume and traffic density would achieve a substan-
tial reduction in traffic fatalities. Findings from the model revealed 
two particular areas where improved planning may be required; the areas 
of land-use and type of highway. It was revealed that motorcyclists, 
in particular, were affected by changes in land-use. This would in-
dicate that abrupt changes in land-use affect the fatality site and 
thus, the residence to crash site distance. Spatial distributions 
within cities and the locations of various economic activities, gen-
erate negative impacts by attracting heavier traffic volumes and diverse 
vehicle types. The exposed motorcyclist who travels through such 
spatial arrangements, pays the consequences. 
Type of highway traveled on influenced the residence to crash site 
distance for auto-drivers. Essentially, this implied different users 
and different trip purpose for types of highway. It is generally known 
that interstates carry drivers on interstate routes or who undertake 
relatively long inter-urban trips. These travelers are those most like-
ly to be fatigued and bored with the driving experience. Attempting 
to allocate more manpower on such routes may not reduce the fatality 
toll because of the random locations of fatalities along the route. 
Instead, a system of warning signs, eating places, and rest stops will 
help to keep the weary driver alert. More importantly, both high 
school driver training programs and highway safety courses should 




What are the implications of Oklahoma's increased urbanization 
trends on the locational distribution of fatalities and the spatial 
pattern of fatal trips? It was revealed in Chapter IV that basic urban 
system differences between Oklahoma and Michigan affect the mean res-
idence to crash site distances and the spatial pattern of fatal trips. 
With continued population,and economic growth in Tulsa and Oklahoma 
County, and the growth of smaller urban centers, many central places, 
will ascent the urban hierarchy. This will entail substantially more 
intra-urban travel patterns and longer residence to crash site distan-
ces. Hence, the spatial pattern of fatal trips will alter from an in~ 
ter-urban to intra-urban pattern. As for the locational distribution 
o.f fatalities, the percentage occurring in urban areas of the State of 
Oklahoma will increase. 
Slowing down the rate of urbanization would stop the trend, but 
would not eliminate the traffic fatality pattern. Hence, traffic law 
enforcement will need to become strong in the urban areas of Oklahoma. 
Also, as new transport infrastructure is built and land-use plans come 
into effect, there is need for a coherent policy and strategy to be 
aimed at reducing the negative impacts of changes in land-use upon the 
man-vehicle-highway system. The path of I-35 between Edmond and Okla-
homa City is a case in point. There occurs a dramatic change 'along 
the route south from flat countryside to commercial strip development 
with accompanying increases in traffic density. Further on, the 
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driver's confusion is added to for he must decide which fork of the in-
terstate to pursue. Such hodge-podges of land-use should be avoided at 
all costs along heavily traveled routes. 
Further Research 
Research by various government departments and organizations into 
the traffic accident problem has been continuing since the turn of the 
century. Research results to date have been seen in improved highways, 
automobiles and higher safety standards, etc. This thesis did not focus 
upon the automobile or highway, rather it concentrated upon examination 
of the characteristics of residence to crash site distances traveled 
for groups of traffic fatality involvees. This form of research was 
upon a fundamental geographic property of traffic fatalities. Findings 
and implications of the research may not assist in reducing the 
traffic fatality toll, but the research has pointed to other areas 
which should enlighten our understanding of traffic fatality occurren-
ces. Further research in the following areas would be appropriate, 
(1) As suggested earlier, the concept of distance and cumulative 
human stress needs to be explored further so that we may determine the 
levels at which driver stress and alertness decline. Levels of stress 
affect drivers differently, so that research may identify drivers whose 
inability to cope is much lower than others. 
(2) In order to better understand the impact of land-use changes 
along routes for fatalities and residence to crash site distances, 
research should focus upon driver perception and reaction to such 
changes along routes. Comparison studies between driver perceptions 
and land-use owner perceptions may be beneficial in identifying conflicts 
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of interests and expectations about the urban and traffic environment. 
(3) Studies relating to the impact of urbanization on fatalities 
will benefit future road users. These studies should focus upon changes 
that will occur in growing urban centers in relation to spatial trip 
distribution and fatality locations. While the research may add 
another notch to the evils of urbanization, it should stress the inte-
gration of planning for the users of transport infrastructure and for 
the users adjacent to the transport routes. 
(4) Further research which examines the relationship of residence 
to crash site distance traveled, fatality locations and the locations 
of hospital and ambulance services may assist in reducing the time 
spent traveling from fatality site ito hospital location j. Of 
interest would be the time savings between ambulance service notifica~ 
tion of an auto accident and arrival at the accident scene, and time 
savings between departure from the accident scene to hospital location. 
A further area of research would be to examine the impact of rural 
hospital closure in Oklahoma upon the distances which fatality victims 
have to be transported for emergency medical services. 
Undertaking each of these avenues of research will not eliminate 
the fatal traffic accident problem, instead they should contribute to 
the overall understanding of factors causing fatal traffic accidents. 
Finally, they should also contribute to improvements in the man-vehicle 
highway systems and to reductions in traffic fatality death tolls. 
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Much information exists at the state and national level pertaining 
to fatal traffic accidents. At the national level summary statistics 
are available for the various states so that inter-state comparisons 
can easily be made. Within the State of Oklahoma, traffic accident sta-
tistics are collected, tabulated and published by the Oklahoma Depart~ 
ment of Public Safety. The Accident and Enforcement Records division 
of the Department of Public Safety publishes the Oklahoma Traffic Acci-
dent Facts on a monthly and annual basis. This publication provides 
aggregated information on contributing causes of accidents, accidents 
by time periods, traffic deaths by county, age and sex distributions of 
involvees, and rates per MVM, etc. Because of the aggregated nature 
of this data little is of direct use to this research. 
The primary source of data for this research comes from traffic 
accident report forms. In fact, the aggregated data of Accident and 
Enforcement Records is compiled from accident report forms. Every ac-
cident, fatal or non-fatal, where a law enforcement official has been 
notified, is recorded on an accident report form (see Appendix A). 
Tabulation of the accident report form then takes place at the Depart-
ment of Public Safety. Varied types of information are available on 
these forms: 
(1) specific information relating to the location of the 
accident, time of day, day of week, etc. 
(2) driver residence, age, sex, type of vehicle and license in-
formation. 
(3) nature and type of injury data or a '-Kt designation. 
(4) information pertaining to road and weather conditions, 
condition of vehicle, type of land use, and direction of 
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travel, etc. 
(5) officer's estimate of cause of fatality. 
(Detailed discussion on these forms appears in the following section.) 
Copies of all fatal traffic accident report forms were obtained 
for the State of Oklahoma for the year 1976. It was kindly provided 
by the Department of Public Safety after a long process of bureaucratic 
refusal. Sensitivity of the information, an apparent state privacy 
policy on such documents and suspicion of academic researchers were the 
main reasons for the delay. Once attention was directed towards the 
Commissioner's Office, the payoff was evident. To researchers of the 
future, a similar strategy is suggested if results are desired. 
The data obtained included all automobile fatalities, non-traffic, 
pedestrian, motorcycle, and bicycle/pedacycle fatalities. For this re-
search, only those accident report forms pertaining to automobile, 
pedestrian, and motorcycle fatalities is used. This information was 
not available in computerized form at the Department of Public Safety. 
Furthermore, Accident and Enforcement Records does not engage in sta-
tistical analysis of its data, which led the author to conclude that 
no research was carried out within the State. Further discussion with 
other agencies dispelled such fears and uncovered the presence of 
computerized traffic accident forms. 
Similar information to that available on the traffic accident re-
port forms is also available from the State Department of Transportation 
in computerized form. The Research Division of this department main-
tains on tape the original information plus additional variables which 
are deemed important in their research efforts. This source was not 
utilized for two reasons. Firstly, the printouts would have entailed 
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Socio-economic data, apart from race, sex and age information, is not 
available for the various groups of involvees. Through intensive re-
search and discussion, no other agencies, apart from those listed, pro-
vide the data used for this research. Hence, the raw data is the fatal 
traffic accident report forms. 
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TABLE IX (Continued) 
County Auto-drivers Motorcyclists Pedestrians 
McClain 2 
McCurtain 7 3 




Murray 3 3 
Muskogee 8 3 
Noble 1 
Nowata 1 
Ok.fuskee 4 1 
Oklahoma 33 8 16 
Okmulgee 3 2 
Osage 7 2 
Ottawa 1 
Pawnee 3 1 
Payne 9 
Pittsburg 4 2· 
Pontotoc 4 1 1 
Pottawatomie 8 2 1 
Pushmataha 4 
Roger Mills 
Rogers 6 1 
Seminole 3 1 
Sequoyah 3 3 
Stephens 7 1 
Texas 5 1 
Tillman 3 
Tulsa 31 6 8 
Wagoner 5 
Washington 5 1 
Washita 4 
Woods 
Woodward 3 1 
TOTAL 378 38 83 
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